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Mass spectrometry (MS) has been a  key player in biological  investigation for 

some time and is the instrument of choice for high throughput proteomics.  However, the 

generation of large, inherently rich, proteomics data sets has far outpaced our ability to 

utilize them to produce biological knowledge. The ultimate utility of MS proteomics is 

closely tied to our ability to interpret, integrate and validate this voluminous data. 

By way of introduction, I discuss the creation of the Open Proteomics Database, 

which aims to increase publicly available  data  and to encourage broader contribution 

from the statistical and bioinformatic communities.

Next, I detail research efforts in the integration of mass spectrometry data sets to 

increase  the  number  of  quantifiable  peptides.   Comparing  peptide  quantities  between 

experiments  (or  subsequent  chromatographic  fractions)  in  large  numbers  requires  the 

chromatographic alignment  of MS signals,  a  challenging problem.  We use Dynamic 

Time Warping (DTW) and a bijective (one-to-one) interpolant to create a smooth warp 

function amenable to multiple alignment. We test a wide variety of alignment scenarios 

coupled  with  high  confidence,  overlapping  peptide  identifications  to  optimize  and 
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compare alignment parameters.  We determine an optimal spectral similarity function, 

show the importance of penalizing gaps in the alignment path, and demonstrate the utility 

of our algorithm for multiple alignments.

Then, we introduce a method to independently validate large scale proteomics 

data sets.  We use known biases in sample constitution including amino acid content, 

transmembrane  sequence  content,  and  protein  abundance  to  estimate  peptide  false 

identification rates (FIRs) in what we term sample bias validation (SBV). We use SBV to 

compare the false identification rate accuracy (FIRA) and recall capabilities of widely 

used techniques for error estimation in MS based proteomics.

Finally,  we  describe  the  open  source  package  mspire  (mass  spectrometry 

proteomics in ruby).  Mspire offers unified interfaces for working with a variety of file 

formats across the analytical pipeline, much needed converters between key formats, and 

tools  for  FIR  determination.   The  package  eases  the  burden  of  working  with  MS 

proteomics data, reducing the barrier of entry to developers and offering useful tools to 

analysts of MS proteomics data.
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Chapter 1:  Introduction

Proteins central to the act of life

 From a chemical point of view, proteins are merely long polymers of amino acids 

joined by peptide bonds.  In a cellular context, however, proteins are the actors carrying 

out the play of life.  They act as regulators of other proteins through post-translational 

modifications  (e.g.,  kinases  and  phosphatases)  and  regulate  mRNA  transcription  as 

transcription factors, enhancers, and suppressors.  They function in intracellular transport 

(e.g., kinesin and dynein), in cellular structure (e.g., actin and myosin), and play central 

roles  in  DNA  scaffolding  and  expression  (e.g.,  histones).   As  metabolic  enzymes, 

proteins catalyze the vast majority of the chemical reactions that sustain life.  A study of 

proteins is central to the study of life.

Why proteomics?

One of the major goals of proteomics, the study of proteins on a global (cellular) 

level, seeks to directly measure their expression in order to understand, and ultimately 

predict,  cellular state.  Proteins derive from the translation of mRNA transcripts.   As 

technology to measure mRNA abundance levels has become robust and commonplace 

(Hegde et al. 2003), and because protein levels are directly related to mRNA expression 

(Lu et al. 2007), why bother with proteomics at all?

Different  analyses  have produced widely different  measures  of  the correlation 

between mRNA and protein levels (Lu et al. 2007; Futcher et al. 1999; Washburn et al. 

2003;  Griffin  et  al.  2002).   What  is generally agreed upon in  these studies  is  that  a 

substantial portion of protein expression is not explained by mRNA levels as far as can 

be  detected  with  current  methods.   From  an  evolutionary  standpoint,  modulation  of 
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protein levels through translational or degradative enhancement or suppression offers the 

cell  orthogonal,  alternative  mechanisms with  different  temporal  effects on  which― ―  

natural  selection may act  to fine tune protein expression levels.   These final  cellular 

protein levels  implicitly include differences in rates of mRNA translation and protein 

degradation  and  are  missed  in  measures  of  mRNA  levels.   Proteins  must  also  be 

measured  directly  to  discover  protein  state.   Protein-protein  interactions,  protein 

localization, and protein post-translational modifications all strongly influence cellular 

state and are inaccessible from mRNA measurements.  Thus, proteomics, though more 

difficult  in  many  ways  than  global  transcription  profiling,  is  indispensable  to  our 

understanding of cellular biology.

Mass spectrometry is a key tool in proteomics

Mass spectrometry (MS) has played prominent roles across a variety of scientific 

endeavors,  ranging  from  the  characterization  of  small  molecules  to  pharmakokinetic 

studies.  With the discovery of electrospray ionization (ESI) (Fenn et al. 1989) and matrix 

assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) (Karas  & Hillenkamp 1988) in  the late 

1980's  mass  spectrometry  began  to  play  a  prominent  role  in  the  investigation  of 

biological molecules in particular peptides and proteins.  "Shotgun" proteomics (where―  

proteins  are  enzymatically  digested  into  peptides  for  analysis)  facilitated  by  genome 

sequencing projects (providing sequences with which to match spectra) and robust 2D-

LC  methodologies  (e.g.,  MudPIT) (Washburn  et  al.  2001)  pushed  the  prospect  of 

identifying complete proteomes onto the horizon (see Figure 1.1).  The development of 

isotope coded affinity tags (ICAT) (Gygi  et al. 1999) and other stable isotope labeling 

strategies (Ong & Mann 2005) gave researchers hope of quantitatively measuring global 

protein  expression  profiles  under  different  stimuli.   And,  coupled  with  upstream 
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experimental techniques such as tandem affinity purification (TAP) (Rigaut et al. 1999) 

pulldowns,  subcellular  fractionation  (Andersen  & Mann 2006),  and  PTM enrichment 

(Bodenmiller  et al. 2007), measures of protein state are now also directly accessible by 

mass  spectrometric  analysis.   As  Cravatt  et  al.  summarize,  "mass  spectrometry  has 

emerged as the main method for analysing the production and function of proteins in 

native biological systems" (Cravatt et al. 2007).  Continuing technological advancements 

such as electron transfer dissociation (Syka et al. 2004) and development of the orbitrap 

mass analyzer (Hu et al. 2005) serve to buttress this position.
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Figure 1.1  Shotgun proteomics experiment

Cells are grown and lysed to collect proteins.  Proteins are digested enzymatically into peptides.  Because 
the ionization process and mass spectrometric reading is limited by capacity, peptides are first separated 
by chromatography based on chemical characteristics such as charge and hydrophobicity.  Peptides are 
ionized and desolvated and sprayed into a mass spectrometer.  The mass spectrometer measures the mass 
of peptides to produce a mass spectrum (many mass spectra).  The highest abundance peptides are 
isolated and fragmented in the mass spectrometer and fragments are analyzed to produce tandem (called 
MS2 or MS/MS) mass spectra.  While these tandem spectra may be interpreted by hand (de novo) they are 
typically identified by matching spectra created from a theoretical digest of a protein sequence database. 
[Protein structures downloaded from PDB (RCSB PDB), visualized with Molegro Molecular Viewer; 
computer image used and altered with implicit permission from Image*After; DNA double helix 
(VerniusHeraldic)]
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The analytical lag in mass spectrometry proteomics

Improving instrumentation and technique has led to an interesting situation in MS 

based proteomics as highlighted by Patterson and Aebersold,  "...our  ability  to  collect 

large proteomic data  sets  already outstrips  our  ability  to  validate,  to  interpret  and to 

integrate  such  data  for  the  purpose  of  creating  biological  knowledge" (Patterson  & 

Aebersold 2003).  Our contributions to mass spectrometry proteomics focus on these key 

areas and can be discussed in terms of the simple analytical structure, shown in Figure 

1.2.   Populating  such a  matrix  with  protein  expression  levels delineated  by protein―  

identity on one axis and experimental variable on the other is a fundamental goal of MS―  

proteomics (see Aebersold 2003).  This structure lends itself to a variety of computational 

techniques for extracting information (such as co-clustering (Wu & Kasif 2005) or in the 

case  of  multiple  matrices,  higher  order  singular  value  decomposition  (Omberg  et  al. 

2007)), many of them developed for mRNA expression profiling.  Of course, the use of 

this analytical structure is not meant to express the bounds of MS proteomics,  but is 

instead  an  important  milestone  or  first  step.   We introduce  our  contributions  in  this 

context below.
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Figure 1.2  Matrix of experiments and proteins

One of the goals of MS based proteomics is to be able to measure protein expression 
levels across a series of (related) experiments.  This goal is now beginning to be realized. 
Shown here are protein expression measurements in response to anti-tuberculosis drugs 
in Mycobacterium smegmatis.  Still coverage is sparse, and there is much room for 
increased depth of analysis.  Matrix and legend adapted from Wang & Marcotte 2008.
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The Open Proteomics Database

At the time that Patterson and Aebersold made the above comment, the number of 

publicly  available  MS proteomics  data  sets  numbered fewer than 20,  and none were 

gathered in a central repository (Prince et al. 2004).  The growing availability of mRNA 

expression  data  has  encouraged  the  development  of  new  computational  algorithms, 

statistical paradigms, and in-depth analysis and re-analysis of the data.  We reasoned that 

part of the lag in the interpretation, validation, and integration of MS proteomics data was 

that  it  was  effectively  inaccessible  to  the  vast  majority  of  statisticians  and 

bioinformaticians.  In order to encourage such analysis and for the deposition of data into 

the public domain, we created a database for mass spectrometry based proteomics data 

OPD (Open Proteomics Database) and populated it with a large amount of our own data 

(over  400,000  spectra  from 4  different  organisms)  (Prince  et  al.  2004).   Today,  the 

database  has  well  over  3,000,000  spectra  from  over  100  experiments,  and  since  its 

inception there have been over 55,000 downloads from over 2,200 different IP addresses 

(excluding  our  own  domain).   While  the  database  is  not  discussed  further  in  this 

dissertation,  it  has  played a  significant  role  towards  encouraging  the  development  of 

other  databases  (e.g.,  PeptideAtlas  (Desiere  et  al.  2006)  and  PRIDE (Martens  et  al. 

2005)) and its data has been integrated into other analyses (King et al. 2006) and into the 

development of spectral libraries for MS/MS identification (Lam  et al.  2007).  In the 

future, we hope to extend its usefulness by indexing spectra based on their similarity to 

allow for rapid searching (sublinear) (Ramakrishnan et al. 2006).

OBI-Warp: Pursuing peptide identity integration through chromatographic alignment

One of the most direct methods for establishing peptide (and therefore protein) 

expression levels is the measurement of their abundance by integrating the area under the 

curve of chromatographic traces.  These measurements are typically matched to peptide 
7



identities based on MS/MS spectra identities.  However, because peptides are sampled for 

MS/MS semi-stochastically based on their peak height (which fluctuates experiment to 

experiment), peptide identities across different experiments are often not preserved.  In 

order  to  apply  these  identities  across  different  experiments,  we  developed  ordered, 

bijective interpolated dynamic time warping (OBI-Warp) to align the chromatographic 

traces along the time axis.  We utilize high confidence MS/MS identifications to both 

optimize and verify the method on a variety of challenging, real-world proteomics data 

sets.   This work provides a  methodology to  integrate  multi-dimensional  experimental 

datasets  and  to  interpret  peptide  quantities  with  identities  derived  from  aligned 

experiments (see Figure 1.2).

Accurate error estimates with Sample Bias Validation

Accurate error estimates of peptide and protein identifications help to ensure that 

biological conclusions are valid, that time is not wasted in follow-up experiments, and 

that valuable information is not ignored.  In effect, error estimates determine the depth 

(i.e., resolution) of the protein identifications for further analysis (see Figure 1.2).  We 

have formalized  a  method for  determining peptide  identification error  rates  based on 

known biases in sample constitution, termed sample bias validation (SBV).  The method 

takes advantage of biases in amino acid content (e.g., un-oxidized cysteines should not be 

observed  in  true  hits),  transmembrane  helix  content  (e.g.,  transmembrane  content  is 

unlikely to be observed in a soluble fraction), and protein abundance measurements (e.g., 

proteins with few molecules per cell are unlikely to be observed).  We then use a small 

sample  of  these  validation  methods  to  test  competing  methodologies  for  estimating 

identification  error  rates  and  to  decisively  answer  a  long-term argument  over  proper 

database search methods.  SBV shows utility for independently validating other methods, 
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and will be highly useful to methods that do not depend on MS/MS fragmentation spectra 

for peptide identification.

Mspire: MS proteomics tools to facilitate further analysis

The integration, validation, and interpretation of MS proteomics data sets requires 

a  computational approach due to their  massive size and complexity.   While scripting 

languages offer fast development and thus can be used to make significant contributions, 

they are typically too slow and/or memory inefficient to handle large data sets.   We 

developed a software library (named mspire) in  the programming language Ruby for 

working with MS proteomics data that features a fast, memory efficient class for storing 

data objects.  We introduce a unified object hierarchy that simplifies working with the 

two distinct, open data formats for raw spectra.  We also implement a single interface for 

working with a variety of spectral identification formats, while preserving access to the 

unique information within each.  The popular spectral search engine from Thermo by 

default outputs results in a binary file format a format far less cumbersome than its―  

predecessor,  and  we  have  developed  a  fast  reader  and  converters  for  downstream 

processing.  Finally, we offer tools for calculating and summarizing peptide identification 

error estimates using common methods and SBV.

The research and tools presented here will help lay the groundwork for realizing 

the potential of mass spectrometry proteomics, helping to propel it towards its ultimate 

usefulness in measuring, and finally understanding complex biological phenomena.
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Chapter 2:  Chromatographic Alignment of ESI-LC-MS Proteomics 
Datasets by Ordered Bijective Interpolated Warping

Chapter reproduced in part (with permission) from Analytical Chemistry 78(17): 6140-52.  Copyright 2006 
American Chemical Society.

INTRODUCTION

One major goal of proteomics, the comprehensive study of cellular proteins across 

a variety of conditions, has been intensely pursued through chromatographic separation 

and mass spectrometry analysis.  Top-down approaches focus on intact proteins while 

bottom  up  approaches  study  peptide  fragments,  usually  created  enzymatically.   In 

"shotgun proteomics," protein mixtures are digested  en masse.  The complexity of the 

resulting peptide mixture has prompted the advent of the MudPit style experiment where 

proteins are subjected to multiple chromatographic dimensions of separation, and peptide 

identities are determined by fragmentation spectra in addition to their mass (see Figure 

1.1 and Washburn  et al. 2001).  Quantification of peptides (reviewed by Ong & Mann 

2005)  is  generally  achieved through integration  of  peptide  peaks  in  chromatographic 

traces  acquired  by  MS.   Notable  exceptions  involve  the  use  of  iTRAQ  (Applied 

Biosystems)  reagents  (where  quantification  is  coupled  with  MS/MS  acquisition)  and 

peptide sampling methods (quantification using statistics generated during peak picking) 

(Rappsilber  et al. 2002).  Isotope labeling strategies (e.g., ICAT or SILAC) allow peak 

ratios to be calculated between two samples without regard to ion suppression, although 

some have managed direct  comparisons  between successive samples without  isotopic 

labels (Wang et al. 2003; Wiener et al. 2004).

A  formidable  challenge  in  proteomics  remains  the  integration  of  quantitation 

information across multiple mass spectrometry runs.  When possible, datasets may be 

integrated based on peptide identities discovered through tandem MS.  Unfortunately, the 
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result of tackling high complexity samples―tryptic digests may contain vast numbers of 

peptides (there are ~300,000 yeast tryptic peptides before considering post-translational 

modifications  (PTMs)),  fluctuating  quantities  of  peptides,  and  orders  of  magnitude 

differences  in  abundance―with  the  semi-stochastic,  time,  and  abundance  dependent 

nature  of  MS/MS  sampling  and  variable  confidence  identifications,  is  that  peptide 

identities  in  one  run  are  never  fully  duplicated  in  another.   Paradoxically,  as  more 

samples are run on a subject, so diminishes the overlapping set of peptide quantities that 

can  be  compared.   Also,  proteins  or  peptides  most  important  to  the  experimental 

variable(s) in question are those most likely to go unidentified in some of the analyses 

since their concentrations are most likely to be in the greatest flux.

If LC-MS runs can be aligned chromatographically, then identities acquired in 

one run can be leveraged across all the others.  For a given experimental subject, the 

union of peptide identities discovered in this  way would approach completeness over 

time, and quantities can be compared for peptides without an ID in each run.   More 

complete peptide coverage and quantitation has implications for low abundance peptides. 

Peptides with low stoichiometry compared to sibling peptides are candidates for PTMs, 

and additional searches may uncover these modified peptides, which are often missed. 

Chromatographic  alignment  may  also  benefit  the  development  of  better  tandem  MS 

search  algorithms  by  providing  peptide  identities  for  low  confidence  or  previously 

unidentified MS/MS spectra on a large scale.

The  alignment  and  subsequent  extraction  of  quantities  from  MS  proteomics 

datasets is a difficult problem.  Fractions may contain thousands to hundreds of thousands 

of eluants, many of which will co-elute.  Significant percentages of the peaks may vary or 

be  absent  in  tests  of  biological  variation.   In  the  extreme  but  common  case, 

prefractionated samples which are to be aligned may only contain a small fraction of 
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overlapping signal, depending on the quality and execution of the separation technique. 

Chromatographic reproducibility will likely degrade across multiple samples, especially 

over a long period of time.  Nanoliter flow rates are becoming common to reduce sample 

consumption  and  enhance  sensitivity  but  can  be  difficult  to  accurately  reproduce 

(Gershon 2005).  Finally, spectra with low signal-to-noise ratios are often encountered as 

MS  sensitivities  are  pushed  to  their  limits.   Thus,  alignment  algorithms  for  MS 

proteomics data must be especially robust.

Chromatographic alignment of mass spectrometry data

We  briefly  review  methods  that  have  been  applied  to  the  chromatographic 

alignment  of  complex  data  or  have  some  potential  in  this  regard,  noting  possible 

shortcomings for application in this domain.

Methods relying on the introduction of chemical standards have been proposed. 

Internal  standards  have been used for  alignments  in metabolic  studies  (Frenzel  et  al. 

2003).  A limited number of internal standards may not be able to accurately capture non-

linear  chromatographic  variability  with  a  high  degree  of  accuracy,  but  too  many 

standards  may  compete  for  valuable  analytical  signal  and  introduce  unwanted  signal 

suppression.  The addition of mobile phase tracer molecules can provide a continuous 

chromatographic reference (as a ratio of intensities) by which alignment may occur and 

even enhance MS/MS identifications in complex proteomics samples (Chen & Aebersold 

2005).  However, the precision of alignment appears to be constrained by the gradient 

program, and although the ratio of intensities shows less deviation than peak retention 

times, this ratio is indirect to the actual peaks in question.  

A class of alignment algorithms builds on MS/MS derived peak identities (Idborg 

et  al.  2004;  Idborg-Bjorkman  et  al.  2003;  Higgs  et  al.  2005;  Andersen  et  al.  2003). 
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While the reliance on MS/MS data appears to be effective in these cases,  the use of 

tandem spectra for alignment presents some drawbacks: 1) It  requires that there be a 

significant  percentage  of  overlapping  MS/MS  identifications.   In  particular,  isotope 

labeling  experiments  where  tandem  spectra  are  only  collected  for  peaks  with  high 

concentration  differences  may  suffer  a  shortage  of  shared  tandem  spectra.   Also, 

depending on pre-fractionation quality, consecutive fractions to be aligned may contain 

few common identifications.  2) Misidentified MS/MS spectra may be problematic to the 

alignment.  The inclusion of more tandem spectra may result in better alignments, but the 

larger the group used, the more false positives that will likely be included in the set.  3) 

Samples  to  be  aligned  may  suffer  from  biases  if  they  use  different  data-dependent 

sampling parameters (the point along a chromatographic peak where a peptide is sampled 

is  subject  to  change).   4)  Techniques  relying  on  MS/MS  data  for  chromatographic 

alignment  are  incompatible  with  pure  MS  approaches  which  may  offer  significant 

advantages (Silva et al. 2005; Aebersold 2003) such as reduced analysis time and greater 

quantification accuracy. 

Several  methods  are  capable  of  producing  alignments  independent  of  tandem 

spectra through peak picking and peak matching.  Some derive from metabolic studies 

where tandem spectra are generally absent or rare (America  et al.  2006; Smith  et al. 

2006).  "XCMS," for example, identifies and iteratively groups similar peaks from MS 

data and fits with a loess function (Smith et al. 2006).  Choosing similar peaks may be 

more challenging in proteomics with noisier datasets and one or two orders of magnitude 

more peaks.   Scenarios with few overlapping peaks (low overlapping signal)  may be 

especially troublesome for these methods.  In addition, it has been noted recently that all 

existing peak matching methodologies require that "the deviation in retention time from 

sample to sample be no greater than the time between two adjacent peaks," (Smith et al. 
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2006) a restraint not necessarily relevant to other methods.  Some methods require high 

precision mass spectrometers for the generation of accurate mass and retention time pairs 

(Silva et al. 2005; Anderle et al. 2004).  These typically rely on a user-defined window 

for  alignment.   While  they  seem  promising,  the  accurate  mass/time  approaches  are 

incompatible with lower resolution mass spectrometers, and may be difficult to apply to 

multi-stage prefractionation experiments (Ong & Mann 2005).

There are multiple methods from chemometrics for aligning signals (e.g., using 

Bessel's  inequality  (Grung  &  Kvalheim  1995)  or  the  Fraga-Synovec  2D  alignment 

method (Fraga et al. 2001)).  Many require calibrant samples and since these are typically 

applied to fairly well  defined systems, it  is unclear how they might respond to more 

complex alignment scenarios.  Polynomial fitting is an alternative approach that has been 

proven difficult to apply to complex data (Eilers 2004) .  Since the desired result of an 

alignment  is  usually  quantitation  information,  we highlight  the  PARAFAC2 (Parallel 

Factor Analysis) algorithm.  It corrects for misalignment while simultaneously applying 

the  PARAFAC  algorithm  for  determining  component  concentrations  in  multi-way 

analysis  (Kiers  et  al.  1999).   The  coupling  of  alignment  and  multi-way  analysis 

(Pravdova et al. 2002) may be a drawback in some applications by proscribing the use of 

other quantification methods (e.g., higher-order Singular Value Decomposition (hoSVD)) 

on the aligned data.

Correlation Optimized Warping (COW) (Nielsen et al. 1998; Bylund et al. 2002), 

recently described as a constrained variant of dynamic time warping (DTW) (Tomasi et  

al. 2004) was developed with the alignment of chromatographic samples in mind, and has 

seen much use towards that end (Bylund et al. 2002; Debeljak et al. 2005; Christensen et  

al. 2005).  However, COW depends on proper selection of node positions which may be 
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difficult to achieve in complex samples, and it may overlook areas of significant non-

linear change.

Dynamic time warping

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), first used in speech processing (Silverman & 

Morgan 1990), is an approach to align single or multivariate signals across time while 

preserving the internal ordering of the signals.  It has been applied to the alignment of 

chromatographic signals for some time (Pravdova et al. 2002; Reiner et al. 1979; Wang 

& Isenhour 1987).

The dynamic time warping algorithm is  as follows (adapted from Salvador & 

Chan 2004; see also Pravdova et al. 2002):  For time series X and Y having lengths |X| 

and |Y|,

X = x1,x2,...xi,...x|X|

Y = y1,y2,...yi,...y|Y|

determine a warp path  W (where  W = w1,w2,...xk) with a length  K, where the  kth 

element of the path is

wk = (i, j)

(i and j indices into X and Y respectively) such that

max(|X|,|Y|) ≤ K < |X|+|Y|

Formally, the beginning of each time series should be used at the start of the warp 

path,  w1 =  (1,1),  and  the  end  of  each  series  finishing  at  wk =  (|X|,|Y|),  though  this 

requirement is often relaxed in practice. In addition, every index in both time series must 

be used, and i and j must be monotonically increasing:

wk = (i,j), wk+1 = (i', j') i   ≤ i'   ≤ i+1, j   j≤ '   ≤ j+1
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A path's total score (T) is computed by summing the similarity (S) between the 

data points Xi and Yj in the kth element of the warp path (wki, wkj):

If  a  warp  path  is  drawn  in  two  dimensions  (with  X  and  Y  indices  on  their 

respective  axes),  then  steps  along  the  diagonal  represent  a  perfect  correspondence 

between the data. In this representation, horizontal or vertical steps, equivalent to the 

advance of one index without the other, are called gaps or transitions.

In speech processing, the similarity function,  S, and total score,  T, are generally 

interpreted geometrically―similar data points have a small Euclidean distance between 

them and the best score is the shortest path in Euclidean space. For spectra, a benefit 

function has been used as the similarity function, and it is the maximum sum defining the 

optimal score (Prakash et al. 2006).  If the full spectra are used, each spectral comparison 

is at best O(n) (where n is the number of peaks) in time.

The  solution  to  DTW lends  itself  to  dynamic  programming  (DP)  approaches 

where a globally optimal solution may be found by recursively solving sub-problems. For 

dynamic time warping, the DP solution is O(n2) (where n is the number of time points per 

sample) in space and time, a relatively efficient means to a guaranteed optimal solution. 

Techniques are available to increase the speed of DTW, such as warp path radii (Sakoe & 

Chiba 1978; Myers et al. 1980), or FastDTW (Salvador & Chan 2004).

DTW suited to complex proteomics data

DTW has been used to align complex proteomics samples in two cases: Wang et 

al. use  a  small  subset  (~200)  of  chromatograms  and  apparently  a  straightforward 

application of dynamic time warping for their alignments (Wang et al. 2003).  Prakash et 

al. apply  several  novel  methodologies  to  dynamic  time  warping,  including  a  score 
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function that minimizes the noise distribution in spectra and the use of adjacent spectra in 

calculating spectral  similarity  scores  (Prakash  et  al.  2006).   They make available  an 

online  web  service  (ChAMS)  demonstrating  their  alignment  method  and  present  a 

measure of alignment accuracy for at least one alignment.

The potential absence or change in peak height for a large fraction of peaks, and 

irregularities in the precise elution of individual peaks introduces a strong element of 

noise  to  the  alignment  of  complex  proteomics  data.   DTW as  applied  to  spectra  is 

democratic―if  different  alignment  interpretations  exist,  it  is  the  alignment  with  the 

greatest  number  of  peaks  in  agreement  that  wins  (under  ordering  and  gap  penalty 

constraints).  Random fluctuations and variation in the elution time of individual analytes 

may offer alternative alignment paths, but since these should be self-cancelling as they 

will  be  evenly  distributed,  the combined voice  of  legitimate  shared signal  should  be 

ample to overcome significant amounts of spectral and biological noise.  It should be 

emphasized that DTW, like the alignment approaches discussed earlier, produces a global 

alignment―individual peaks deviating from the general ordering will be mis-aligned in 

proportion to their deviation.

In  this  work,  we  optimize  dynamic  time  warping  parameters  for  complex 

proteomics datasets, including several candidate spectral similarity functions and a gap 

penalty function (such as is used in biological sequence alignment) using MS/MS derived 

peak  identities  as  externally  derived  validation.  We  also  demonstrate  a  method  to 

transform the discrete, many-to-many (non-bijective) results obtained with dynamic time 

warping into a smooth, bijective warping function. Finally, we compare our alignments to 

those found by using ChAMS.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2.1 outlines the overall methodology followed in this paper, illustrating the 

major steps in alignment by OBI-Warp and also depicting the validation process used for 

verification and optimization.  We interpolate MS spectra into matrices, compare spectra 

for  their  similarities  and  perform dynamic  time  warping  to  create  a  warp  path.  We 

transform the warp path into an optimal one-to-one (bijective) mapping and interpolate to 

create a smooth warp function. Overlapping, high confidence MS/MS identifications are 

used  as  time  standards  by  which  to  judge  the  validity  of  alignments  and  optimize 

alignment parameters.
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Figure 2.1  Chromatographic alignment of mass spectra by OBI-Warp and 
verification/optimization by MS/MS peak identities.

I) Alignment with Bijective Interpolated Dynamic Time Warping. Raw data from two LC-MS 
runs, whether successive fractions or across different biological conditions, 1) is interpolated into 
a 2) uniform matrix (or rectilinear matrix) 3) An all vs. all similarity matrix of the spectra is 
constructed. The similarity matrix distribution is mean centered and normalized by the standard 
deviation. 5) Dynamic programming is performed by adding similarity scores along a recursively 
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generated optimal path while off-diagonal transitions are penalized by either a local or global gap 
penalty to give 6) an additive score matrix. 7) Pointers are kept in a traceback matrix used to 
deliver 8) the optimal alignment path. 9) High scoring points in the optimal path are selected to 
create a bijective (one-to-one) mapping which is used as anchors for PCHIP interpolation to 
generate a smooth warp function. II) Verification and optimization. 11) MS/MS spectra from the 
raw MS runs are searched via SEQUEST and Peptide/Protein Prophet to determine peak 
identities. 12) High confidence identifications are selected and 13) the overlapping set of peptide 
identifications (after filtering outliers) is used as the alignment standard. 14) The warp function 
produced through the comparison of MS data is applied to the standards. 15) The ideal alignment 
would shift all standards to the diagonal. The accuracy of an alignment is calculated as the sum 
of the square residuals from the diagonal.
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Dataset selection

The datasets and comparisons used in this study are shown in Table 2.1.  All 

samples  are  of  high  complexity,  consisting  of  analyses  of  crude,  trypsinized  protein 

fractions containing > 1000 peptides each. They were selected to provide a cross-section 

of ESI-LC-MS alignment scenarios, ranging from adjacent chromatographic fractions of 

the same sample to parallel analyses of biologically varying samples. We use the scx and 

size  multi-fraction  experiments  to  compare  alignments  between  successive  fractions 

derived  from  these  two  different  prefractionation  techniques.  While  strong  cation 

exchange  (SCX)  fractions  generally  have  significant  overlap  between  successive 

chromatography fractions, it is expected that there is little overlap between different size 

fractions, thus testing perhaps the most extreme alignment scenario. The ecoli dataset 

represents an easier  case for alignment where only the injection quantity was altered 

between the two LC/LC/MS/MS runs. The msmeg and yeast datasets represent tests of 

biological  variation,  with  each  set  employing  different  chromatography  and  MS 

technique. The msmeg datasets were collected over nearly a dozen SCX fractions. The 

yeast  datasets  contain  only  4  salt  fractions  and  use  a  mass  fractionation  technique, 

dividing the length of full MS scans for each analysis into thirds. These datasets also have 

a 1:5 MS to MS/MS scan ratio, so the number of MS scans per unit time is less than in 

other runs. Because all alignments between different samples (as opposed to successive 

fractions) were performed over multiple SCX fractions, we expect that prefractionation 

variability  will  make  some  fractions  more  difficult  to  align  with  their  counterpart 

fraction.
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Table 2.1  Overview of the LC-MS data sets used in optimization.

25

Label Emphasis Comparisons

ecoli

e10
OPD - opd00005_ECOLI

10/16/2002
Eschericia coli

021016.jp32A.10ul.3 10uL injection

e15
OPD - opd00006_ECOLI

10/10/2002
Eschericia coli

021010.jp32A.15ul.1 15uL injection

scx scx

PeptideAtlas - (none given)

NA

Comp12vs12standSCX

size size

PeptideAtlas - (none given)

NA

Comp12vs12sizefrac size fractions

msmeg

early
OPD - opd00014_MYCSM

07/17/2003
7-17-03

middle
OPD - opd00009_MYCSM

06/17/2003
6-17-03

stat
OPD - opd00028_MYCSM

06/06/2003
6-06-03 stationary phase

yeast

gly
OPD - opd00044_YEAST

06/22/2004

ser
OPD - opd00043_YEAST

06/21/2004

Run 
Label

Database - Acc# /
Name

Date MS 
acquired

Organism /
Description

Same sample with 
different injection 
volume

(e10 :: e15)
000_ld_020 :: 000_ld_020,
020_ld_040 :: 020_ld_040,
040_ld_060 :: 040_ld_060,
060_ld_080 :: 060_ld_080,
080_ld_100 :: 080_ld_100,
100_ld_150 :: 100_ld_150,
150_ld_200 :: 150_ld_200,
200_ld_300 :: 200_ld_300

Adjacent 
chromatographic 
fractions

Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae

F2 :: F3, F2 :: F4, F3 :: F4,
F4 :: F5, F5 :: F6, F6 :: F7,

F7 :: F8, F8 :: F9, F9 :: F10,
F10 :: F11, F11 :: F12, F12::F13

standard strong cation 
exchange fractions

Chromatographic 
fractions with little 
overlap

Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae

A1 :: A2, A2 :: A3,
B1 :: B2, B2 :: B3,
C1 :: C2, C2 :: C3,

A1 :: B1, A2 :: B2, A3 :: B3,
B1 :: C1, B2 :: C2, B3 :: C3

Different biological 
state

Mycobacterium 
smegmatis

(early :: middle :: stat)
[compared all 3 ways]

000 :: 000 :: 000
020 :: 020 :: 020
040 :: 040 :: 040
060 :: 060 :: 060
080 :: 080 :: 080
100 :: 100 :: 100

early exponential 
growth

Mycobacterium 
smegmatis

middle exponential 
growth

Mycobacterium 
smegmatis

Different biological 
state (very different 
analysis conditions 
from msmeg)

Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae

(gly :: ser)
005a :: 005_1, 005b :: 005_2, 

005c :: 005_3,
020a :: 020_1, 020b :: 020_2, 

020c :: 020_3,
060a :: 060_1, 060b :: 060_2, 

060c :: 060_3,
900a :: 900_1, 900b :: 900_2, 

900c :: 900_3

6-22-04-
YM_N14N15_DAYGly040704_14
_45_v0.4

one carbon metabolism 
with glycine

Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae

6-21-04-
YM_N14N15_DAYSer040704_14
_45_v0.4

one carbon metabolism 
with serine



Spectra similarity function 

Although initial applications of DTW to spectral data used spectra reduced to total 

ion chromatograms (TIC) (Wang & Isenhour 1987), the alignment of complex datasets 

undoubtedly requires greater dimensionality than the TIC or base peak.  Wang et al. had 

selected 200 representative m/z values and scored the differences in intensities across 

these values (Wang  et al. 2003).  Prakash  et al. used a fuzzy dot product on unbinned 

spectra and subtract the value of a shuffled comparison to minimize noise related signal 

(Prakash et al. 2006).  We compare Euclidean distance, the dot product, covariance, and 

Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient (abbreviated in figures  "euc," "prod," 

"cov," and "corr," respectively) for their merit as spectral similarity functions for DTW. 

Besides being the similarity function most frequently used in DTW, Euclidean distance 

has been shown to be interpolatable between sampling points, a desirable property for 

infrequently sampled data (Aach & Church 2001).

The covariance is the mean corrected dot product and correlation coefficient the 

standard  deviation  corrected  covariance.   OBI-Warp  caches  factorable  values  in  the 

calculation  of  covariance  and  correlation  coefficient  (i.e.,  the  mean  and  standard 

deviations) so that they are only computed once per spectra.  With this implementation, X 

x Y spectra comparisons for these two measures of similarity take on the algorithmic 

equivalence of calculating the dot product.  Figure 2.2 provides empirical verification of 

the  similarity  in  performance  of  these  score  functions  and  highlights  the  difference 

between the cached and non-cached score functions.  It demonstrates that the correlation 

coefficient and covariance take essentially the same time to calculate as the dot product. 

We note  that  the use  of  very small  warp  path radii  may decrease  the benefit  of  the 

caching somewhat.
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Figure 2.2  Comparison of spectra similarity function speed.

Plot demonstrates the equivalence of the cached correlation coefficient (corr) and 
covariance (cov) compared to the dot product and Euclidean distance. Each data point 
represents 10 computed n x n comparisons on scans of length 10,000.
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To test these similarity functions for merit in correctly aligning MS spectra, we 

apply each of them to the optimization of a local weighting scheme and a global gap 

penalty function across variably incremented (3, 6, 12 sec) LC-MS runs, in all performing 

1,934,400 alignments.  Two measures of performance are of particular interest: error with 

optimal  parameters  and  error  across  a  broad  range  of  sub-optimal  conditions.   By 

comparing similarity functions across a range of DTW constraints we allow each function 

to be compared on its own best terms (i.e., at optimal parameters).  At the same time, by 

inspecting performance across different parameters and time increments we measure a 

score function's robustness―a good similarity function will amplify the true signal over 

the noise to give correct alignments not only under ideal parameters, but also under less 

than  perfect  conditions.   The  similiarity  score  distribution  for  each  alignment  was 

normalized to allow unbiased comparison of the different similarity functions using the 

same range of optimization parameters. 

Local weighting optimization was performed without the application of a global 

gap penalty.  In all, 186 comparisons (62 comparisons at 3 time increments each (3, 6, 

and 12 sec)) were tested against 100 local weight ratios.  The log2 diagonal/gap (D/G) 

ratio was varied from 0 to 9.9 by 0.1 increments.  Figure 2.3 plots the distribution of sum 

of  the  square  residual  (SSR)  scores  obtained  for  the  100  ratios  for  each  similarity 

function.   Correlation  coefficient  performs  best  under  these  conditions,  with  good 

performance  across  the  range  of  D/G  ratios.   The  minimum  D/G  ratio  (distribution 

location on the x-axis) is also indicative of the power of the similarity function: a high 

D/G ratio suggests that the score function needs "prodding" to keep from wandering off 

the diagonal because amplification of the true signal is insufficient.  Thus, the minimum 

D/G ratios correlate with the SSR distributions.
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Figure 2.3  Local weighting distributions by minima.

Diagonal/gap (D/G) ratios (log2) from 0.0 to 9.9 by 0.1 increments were summed across 
all datasets and all time increments to create a distribution of sum of squared residuals 
(SSR) scores.  Candlesticks represent the min, first quartile, median, third quartile, and 
max of these distributions.  Each distribution is centered on the diagonal/gap ratio of the 
minimum of the distribution.  Based on its minima and distribution, correlation 
coefficient (corr) clearly outperforms the other similarity functions.  The optimal D/G 
ratio (position on the x-axis) correlates with the SSR distributions.
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We also aligned the set  of 186 comparisons while varying global gap penalty 

parameters.  We tested all combinations of initiation and elongation penalties from 0 to 

14.7 by 0.3 increments and then summed the resulting optimization landscapes to find the 

global optimum for each score function.  Figure 2.4 shows a quartile summary of these 

distributions.  Following the trend in the local weighting optimization, the correlation 

coefficient  stands  out  as  having  the  best  minima  and  distributions,  followed  by 

covariance  and  dot  product,  with  Euclidean  distance  performing  poorly.   Score 

distributions for individual alignments confirm this trend, although some exceptions to 

this ordering do occur.  Based on these results, we select correlation coefficient as the 

default spectral similarity function for OBI-Warp.

Various  preprocessing  techniques  (e.g.,  baseline  correction)  may  alter  these 

results  somewhat,  but  the ordering  of  score  function performance should,  in  general, 

remain  unaltered.   Future  studies  could  examine  the  correlation  coefficient  in 

combination with the benefit function of Prakash  et al. (Prakash  et al. 2006), and the 

quadratic variants used by Stein & Scott (Stein & Scott 1994).
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Figure 2.4  Gap penalty distributions.

Candlesticks depict the min (blue), first quartile, median (red), third quartile, and max of the 
distributions of sum of square residuals (SSR) scores summed for each gap penalty combination 
(0.0 to 14.7 by 0.3 increments for init. and elongation penalties).  Distributions include all time 
increments, and are plotted by score function for each dataset.  The correlation coefficient (corr) 
shows the optimal performance (indicated by the minima) across these datasets and is generally 
the most robust across the range of gap penalties tested (evidenced by low SSR score 
distributions).
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DTW constraints

Various  constraints  may be applied to  DTW, including local  weighting,  slope 

constraints (Myers et al. 1980), and a global gap penalty.  Without constraints, DTW has 

been shown to be "too flexible" for some univariate chromatographic datasets (Tomasi et  

al. 2004).

The main purpose for a local weighting scheme is to correct for the double score 

bias of transitions.  Assuming identical similarity scores, paths incorporating transitions 

will  receive twice the score of diagonal  paths.  Without correction of some kind,  this 

phenomenon will produce alignments biased towards the diagonal when minimizing a 

cost  function  (e.g.,  for  Euclidean  distance)  and  tending  towards  transitions  when 

maximizing a benefit function (e.g., dot product).  A simple weighting scheme has been 

used to increase the benefit of a diagonal step compared with that of a transition (Wang & 

Isenhour 1987; Sakoe & Chiba 1978).  To compare local alignments (i.e., where  w1 ≠ 

(1,1)  or  wK   (|≠ X|,|Y|)),  the  total  alignment  score  is  normalized  by  the  sum of  the 

weighting coefficients used (Sakoe & Chiba 1978).

To examine the influence of different score functions across a broad range of 

conditions, we also modulated the local weighting scheme (see Figure 2.3).

Although  DTW  has  traditionally  relied  upon  slope  constraints  (or  rules)  to 

generate  optimal  alignments  (Myers  et  al.  1980),  here  we  use  a  global  gap  penalty 

function such as is used in biological sequence alignment (Gotoh 1982).  To relate DTW 

with chromatography,  any change in  chromatographic rate  will  introduce gaps in  the 

DTW alignment.  A gap penalty function is used to penalize transitions relative to the gap 

length.  It achieves the same end as traditional slope constraints―discouraging high rates 

of change in the alignment path―but it may offer more flexibility.  A global gap penalty 

may be preferable to slope constraints for a number of reasons: a global gap penalty 1) 
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encourages the warp path to disregard instances of local noise, preferring transitions only 

when they are significantly better than the diagonal (as determined by the function). 2) 

allows  very  disjoint  alignment  segments  (i.e.,  large  transitions)  if  there  is  enough 

evidence to support them. 3) can be finely adjusted for the alignment task at hand.  The 

optimal global gap penalty is influenced by deviations from a perfect alignment and noise 

in the alignment signal (see Figure 2.5).  To effectively test the gap penalty,  we used 

relaxed slope constraints―allowing vertical or horizontal transitions (even following one 

after  the other).   Athough OBI-Warp allows for any arbitrary gap function (requiring 

slightly more memory to keep track of gap sizes), here we tested a linear gap penalty with 

a separate parameter for initiation.
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Figure 2.5  Influence of noise and alignment offset on optimal gap penalty.

(A) Greater noise in the alignment requires an increased gap penalty function for optimal 
alignment while an alignment offset (B) prefers a decreased gap penalty function.
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The use of a global gap penalty (at a set local weighting D/G ratio of 2) was found 

to be comparable or superior to the use of a local weighting scheme alone in almost all 

cases (see Table 2.2).  Optimal initiation and elongation penalties determined across all 

186 comparisons  are  shown in  Figure  2.6.   From Figure  2.6A it  is  evident  that  the 

initiation and elongation penalties are anti-correlated.  The data suggests that better score 

functions  prefer  less  stringent  gap  penalties  (with  Euclidean  distance  being  the 

pronounced exception).  The optimal gap penalty shows moderate levels of clustering 

across  the  four  similarity  functions.   Since optimal  gap  penalties  often had  different 

initiation  and  elongation  penalties,  future  work  on  non-linear  gap  functions  may  be 

useful.  Figure 2.6B shows that optimal gap penalties vary somewhat between different 

run  types  across  the  4  similarity  functions.   Figure  2.6C  compares  the  optimal  gap 

penalties found using the two different measures of alignment accuracy, SSR and the 

average absolute time difference (AAD), for each similarity function.  SSR penalizes big 

mistakes more than smaller ones, while AAD weights all time differences equally and 

reports the accuracy in units easy to understand (seconds between eluting peaks).  We 

excluded the size dataset from this calculation since it represents an exceptional case and 

its  distributions  and  minima  were  extreme  compared  to  the  other  datasets  and 

significantly skewed the final results.  In all cases, AAD favored heavier gap penalties. 

The default gap penalty parameters in OBI-Warp are set to the optima discovered here 

using SSR as the accuracy measure ([init, elong] corr 0.3, 2.4; cov 0.0, 11.7; prod 0.0, 

7.8; euc 0.9, 1.8).  

The  choice  of  an  optimal  gap  penalty  is  related  to  signal/noise  of  the  true 

alignment  path,  the  frequency  of  chromatographic  variation,  and  the  extent  of  the 

variations.  Algorithms to estimate these parameters from a given similarity matrix could 

produce gap penalties tailored to a given alignment scenario.
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Table 2.2  Percent difference between minima from local weighting (LW) and global gap 
penalty (GP) optimizations.

Calculated as 100x(LW-GP)/GP.  In all cases except three, the global gap penalty 
outperforms the local weighting alone, as indicated by positive average absolute 
difference (AAD) values and the average squared residual (avg res2) values.

ecoli msmeg scx size yeast
(% diff) (% diff) (% diff) (% diff) (% diff)

AAD AAD AAD AAD AAD
corr 51.1 117.5 0 3.6 36 124.6 40.3 31.3 -0.7 -0.4

cov 108 733.6 -12.8 -8.8 366.7 2670.3 20.6 98.7 16.3 29.6

prod 219.7 6926.1 -6.7 3.9 399.5 2883.1 28.5 108.4 25.4 43.7

euc 18.5 21.4 73.7 320.5 159.7 684.2 35.5 84.8 21.3 23.2

avg res2 avg res2 avg res2 avg res2 avg res2
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Figure 2.6  Local Weighting Distributions by Minima.

Diagonal/gap (D/G) ratios (log2) from 0.0 to 9.9 by 0.1 increments were summed across all datasets and all 
time increments to create a distribution of sum of squared residuals (SSR) scores.  Candlesticks represent 
the min, first quartile, median, third quartile, and max of these distributions.  Each distribution is centered 
on the diagonal/gap ratio of the minimum of the distribution.  Based on its minima and distribution, 
correlation coefficient (corr) clearly outperforms the other similarity functions.  The optimal D/G ratio 
(position on the x-axis) correlates with the SSR distributions.
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Time increment comparison

Analyte in an ESI experiment is infused continuously but sampled discretely by 

the mass spectrometer data in time; however, the sampling frequency may be varied by 

interpolation of the discrete  signal.   Since the unit  upon which DTW and associated 

constraints act is a single spectra, the sampling frequency (i.e.,  the time increment of 

interpolation) may influence the accuracy of an alignment for a given gap penalty.  We 

examined the influence of sampling frequency on the accuracy of alignments. Figure 2.7 

(left) suggests a slight bias towards larger increments when viewed across all datasets and 

global  gap  penalties  tested  above.   However,  Figure  2.7  (right)  shows  that  for  the 

correlation  coefficient,  it  is  the  three  second  increment  that  is  favored  over  longer 

increment  times.   This  may  be  attributed  to  the  range  tested  for  gap  penalties:  a 

significant subset of the initiation and elongation parameters are high (so as to include 

parameter space for all the score functions), and smaller increments would allow the warp 

path  to  transition  to  correct  paths  more  easily  than  large  increments  under  stringent 

conditions (e.g., the warp path may make lots of single step transitions even with a large 

elongation penalty).
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Figure 2.7  Effect of sampling frequency on alignment accuracy.

X axis in seconds. Quartile plots annotated as in Figure 2.4.  (Left) Sum of squared 
residuals (SSR) across all score types and datasets.  (Right) Response to varying time 
increments across all datasets when using correlation coefficient as the spectral similarity 
function.  Across all score types, a small bias towards runs incremented with larger steps 
is evident while the opposite seems to be the case for the correlation coefficient.
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Bijective interpolation

In  some  applications  of  DTW  including  chromatography,  a  process  termed 

"synchronization" is used to apply the DTW mapping to one or both datasets in order to 

bring them into register one with another (Pravdova et al. 2002; Tomasi et al. 2004).  In 

symmetric synchronization, transitions are dealt with by duplicating the response of the 

series whose index remains unchanged. With this approach, however, the units describing 

a time series become inapplicable to the warped run, and the length of the warped signals 

are increased to the length of the warp path. In asymmetric synchronization, one run is 

considered the reference and the other run is warped to fit the reference. Multiple points 

in  the  reference  corresponding  to  a  single  point  in  the  other  are  treated  as  above, 

duplicating the points in the non-reference sample. However, when multiple points in the 

non-reference correspond to a single point in the reference, the average of these points is 

taken. The run warped by asymmetric synchronization takes on the same length as the 

reference.  A synchronization method where segments with more points are interpolated 

to have the same number of data points as the reference has also been suggested (Tomasi 

et al. 2004).

In initial investigations, we found that the use of asymmetric synchronization as 

the basis for combining a series of runs gave unnatural emphasis to transition areas (data 

not shown).  A desire to achieve more natural synchronizations and produce mappings 

that  could  be  applied symmetrically  (e.g.,  for  use  in  the  alignment  of  multiple  SCX 

fractions) led to the development of an algorithm to produce a one-to-one (bijective) 

mapping from the many-to-many warp map produced by DTW, and a smooth interpolant 

for warping either run.  The one-to-one mapping includes all bijective points from the 

traditional DTW mapping and creates bijectivity by including a single point of greatest 
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similarity per non-bijective region (dropping other, less similar points in a one-to-many 

transition area).  In areas with adjacent horizontal and vertical transitions, this gives the 

effect of rounding off the corners.

We  use  monotone  piecewise  cubic  hermite  interpolation  (PCHIP)  to  create  a 

smooth warp function from the bijective warp path.  PCHIP ensures that the interpolant 

will not exceed the extrema at each change in monotonic direction, avoiding some of the 

"wiggles" or extremes seen in other interpolation methods.  It was designed to give a 

reasonable interpolant for data with both steep and flat sections (Fritsch & Carlson 1980), 

conditions frequently observed in chromatography. In practice, we observe this approach 

to  give  natural,  conservative  interpolations  consistent  with  actual  chromatographic 

variation.  In this study, we included all bijective mappings in the interpolant.  The final 

bijective  interpolant  is  a  warping  function  which  conservatively  strings  together  the 

bijective mappings.  Figure 2.8 shows a DTW warp path, the bijective warp anchors, and 

the smooth PCHIP interpolant through these points.  The interpolant in this example uses 

all possible bijective anchors just as in the current study.
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Figure 2.8  Bijective Interpolation.

The dynamic time warp path is discrete and not one-to-one. To create a bijective (one-to-
one) mapping, all diagonal points and the point of highest similarity in each transition is 
included. The resulting map is PCHIP interpolated into a continuous warping function.
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Interpolated bijective synchronization offers several benefits: 1) Either run may 

be  warped to  fit  the other.  This  may be  especially  useful  in  situations  involving the 

alignment of multiple runs where no single run can be considered the reference. 2) The 

warping preserves the essence of the non-linear changes suggested by DTW without its 

drawbacks.  3) Points  of greatest  similarity become interpolation anchors in transition 

areas, whereas in traditional DTW, all points in a transition are considered equivalent 

(though they likely are not) 4) Warped time series are  "natural" in appearance and are 

likely better approximations of most chromatographic variation.  Potential shortcomings 

of the method would include instances where chromatographic variation took on a fully 

discrete form; these will be modeled as rapid, but smooth transitions, where the slope will 

be proportional to the length of the transition―nearly, but not completely, capturing the 

discrete form.

When normalized by the path length, the DTW traceback score provides a means 

for comparing the similarity of runs.  This score is based on similarity in analyte signal 

less differences in chromatography as modeled by the gap penalty.  The smooth warp 

function allows the deconvolution of these factors.  Warped runs may be judged similar 

in composition (i.e., in the substance of the spectral signal) by any applicable metric (e.g., 

covariance) apart from chromatographic differences.  Chromatographic differences can 

be measured directly from the warp function itself (as viewed from the diagonal).  For 

instance,  the integral  of  the  warp  function gives  a  measure  of  total  chromatographic 

difference while the derivative gives a measure of chromatographic variability.

Comparison with ChAMS

The recent study by Prakash  et al. used dynamic time warping to align spectra 

from complex proteomics samples.  Their method uses a benefit function designed for 
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use  with  mass  spectrometry  proteomics:  a  fuzzy  dot  product  based  on  mass  spectra 

resolution and a noise estimating parameter.  They attempt to reduce the influence of 

noise on alignments by using adjacent scans to influence the similarity score of the scan 

in question, reasoning that true signals are preserved over time.  We ran each comparison 

used  here  through  the  ChAMS server.  In  order  to  compare  the  results  to  ours  in  a 

quantitative fashion, we applied our bijective interpolation algorithm to their warp path 

and calculated SSR from the MS/MS time standards used here.  We alternatively chose 

anchors based on the points of most and least similarity and interpolated linearly and 

using PCHIP to  give four possible  interpolants.   We note that  Prakash  et al. use the 

ChAMS generated warp  path to  successfully  pick related peaks,  and that  using their 

results for bijective warping goes beyond the scope of their work.  In addition, since four 

of these datasets were collectively used to determine OBI-Warp gap penalty parameters, 

these  represent  a  biased  test  set.   However,  the  size  dataset  was  held  back  from 

determining gap penalty parameters and represents a fair test (for difficult alignments). 

In  these  comparisons,  we  use  the  default  parameters  determined  above  (correlation 

coefficient,  the  optimized  gap  penalty  parameters  (init  0.3,  elong  2.4))  and  runs 

interpolated to 6s intervals.  In stretches of low similarity―but with confident MS/MS 

identifications―ChAMS often transitions. OBI-Warp successfully aligns these areas, due 

in part to local weighting and a global gap penalty.polated to 6 second intervals.  The 

actual  warp  paths,  interpolated  paths,  and  time  standards  may  be  compared  for  all 

alignments (see OBI-Warp alignment images and comparison with ChAMS).  Table 2.3 

gives the SSR and AAD scores for  each alignment  and indicates that  the OBI-Warp 

alignments are comparable or better than those derived from the ChAMS warp paths.
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Table 2.3  Comparison of OBI-Warp and ChAMS.

* indicates these were performed on the smaller set encompassed by ChAMS.

AAD (sec)

ChAMS ChAMS

removed* NONE* OBI-W* PCHIP Linear NONE* OBI-W* PCHIP Linear

max min max min max min max min
e
c
o

li

000_ld_020__000_ld_020 0 9.95E+04 2.27E+04 2.12E+04 1.77E+04 2.49E+04 2.29E+04 39.6 12.2 12.9 11.2 13.3 12.2

020_ld_040__020_ld_040 4 2.62E+04 2.22E+03 1.06E+05 1.73E+06 1.16E+05 1.73E+06 41.0 8.7 49.7 166.0 49.5 172.0

040_ld_060__040_ld_060 0 1.20E+05 6.89E+03 8.20E+06 7.68E+06 8.18E+06 7.54E+06 48.1 7.2 236.3 234.9 235.0 231.2

060_ld_080__060_ld_080 0 1.96E+05 3.15E+03 8.18E+04 1.22E+07 4.05E+04 1.20E+07 63.0 5.8 21.5 254.9 15.8 252.9

080_ld_100__080_ld_100 0 9.97E+04 1.05E+04 2.35E+06 6.96E+06 2.07E+06 6.51E+06 51.1 10.9 146.1 223.7 114.1 202.5

100_ld_150__100_ld_150 0 9.72E+04 5.33E+03 1.03E+06 1.06E+08 6.54E+04 1.06E+08 57.7 9.0 188.6 1832.8 46.8 1839.5

150_ld_200__150_ld_200 0 3.59E+04 1.33E+04 4.97E+07 5.02E+07 4.97E+07 5.02E+07 42.7 17.6 1664.6 1674.1 1665.3 1674.7

200_ld_300__200_ld_300 0 4.50E+04 4.57E+03 9.68E+06 8.87E+04 7.31E+04 6.88E+04 52.6 12.8 788.1 73.3 66.6 64.5

m
s
m

e
g

E000__M000 2 1.80E+06 1.69E+05 1.71E+05 1.74E+05 1.71E+05 1.69E+05 225.9 50.9 53.6 53.1 53.9 52.1

E000__S000 2 2.79E+06 3.27E+05 3.22E+07 5.15E+07 8.92E+06 3.98E+07 304.5 76.1 1095.7 1310.9 573.7 1176.8

M000__S000 0 2.63E+05 6.21E+04 3.89E+04 4.23E+04 3.91E+04 4.23E+04 78.4 29.9 25.5 25.3 25.3 25.3

E020__M020 0 3.45E+05 1.20E+04 1.71E+04 2.25E+04 1.71E+04 2.23E+04 64.7 8.6 9.7 10.5 9.7 10.4

E020__S020 0 5.47E+05 5.30E+04 7.71E+04 8.31E+04 7.69E+04 8.25E+04 84.3 15.4 17.3 17.9 17.3 17.8

M020__S020 0 1.13E+05 5.68E+04 5.68E+04 5.26E+04 5.57E+04 5.26E+04 31.5 12.6 13.3 12.8 13.1 12.7

E040__M040 2 4.73E+06 4.39E+05 4.19E+05 3.14E+05 3.88E+05 3.17E+05 397.7 73.0 74.3 73.6 72.9 73.3

E040__S040 1 3.88E+06 2.39E+05 3.54E+05 3.58E+05 3.55E+05 3.55E+05 408.3 76.0 93.6 95.5 93.6 94.0

M040__S040 0 7.77E+04 6.45E+04 6.53E+04 6.52E+04 6.49E+04 6.48E+04 32.5 24.8 27.2 27.0 26.9 26.8

E060__M060 0 1.26E+05 4.25E+03 4.32E+03 6.09E+03 4.25E+03 6.11E+03 60.0 8.2 7.9 9.5 7.8 9.5

E060__S060 0 4.76E+04 1.47E+04 1.43E+04 1.25E+04 1.43E+04 1.23E+04 33.5 14.2 14.6 13.0 14.5 12.9

M060__S060 0 5.73E+04 2.59E+04 1.94E+04 1.91E+04 1.95E+04 1.90E+04 29.2 14.9 14.1 13.5 14.1 13.4

E080__M080 4 1.15E+06 1.26E+05 2.32E+05 2.15E+05 2.24E+05 2.12E+05 462.8 119.6 175.4 171.6 172.3 170.3

E080__S080 4 1.14E+06 2.86E+04 4.77E+04 4.15E+04 4.74E+04 3.99E+04 567.5 71.8 74.6 75.4 74.5 73.1

M080__S080 1 8.12E+04 5.50E+04 6.82E+04 6.30E+04 6.85E+04 6.34E+04 79.3 52.4 51.1 48.2 51.0 48.3

E100__M100 1 7.56E+05 6.71E+05 6.61E+05 6.85E+05 6.61E+05 6.84E+05 126.6 78.6 78.0 79.0 77.9 78.6

E100__S100 1 6.13E+03 5.71E+03 5.78E+03 6.27E+03 5.73E+03 6.14E+03 18.2 15.5 15.2 17.1 15.3 16.8

M100__S100 1 5.40E+05 3.84E+05 5.16E+05 5.15E+05 5.15E+05 5.14E+05 114.3 67.9 87.4 87.2 87.0 86.8

s
c
x

F2__F3 4 4.57E+06 1.46E+05 3.01E+05 2.97E+05 3.01E+05 3.02E+05 123.2 16.5 19.5 19.9 19.5 19.9

F2__F4 2 8.14E+06 2.88E+05 3.77E+05 3.84E+05 3.75E+05 3.82E+05 192.9 29.5 30.6 31.2 30.5 31.1

F3__F4 11 1.91E+06 1.14E+05 1.32E+05 1.21E+05 1.44E+05 1.20E+05 73.7 14.2 15.3 15.2 15.3 15.0

F4__F5 0 3.07E+05 5.20E+04 5.95E+04 6.64E+04 5.80E+04 6.07E+04 26.7 8.9 9.6 10.6 9.5 10.3

F5__F6 0 1.46E+06 9.99E+04 1.26E+05 1.24E+05 1.25E+05 1.23E+05 80.3 16.2 18.0 18.1 17.8 18.0

F6__F7 1 1.84E+05 4.15E+04 1.16E+05 1.19E+05 1.13E+05 1.23E+05 32.4 12.9 17.2 18.0 17.1 18.2

F7__F8 0 3.04E+05 9.78E+04 1.80E+06 1.82E+06 1.80E+06 1.82E+06 56.5 18.2 90.0 92.3 89.5 92.3

F8__F9 0 2.19E+05 1.14E+05 1.71E+05 1.58E+05 1.70E+05 1.57E+05 47.8 22.1 33.4 31.7 33.2 31.5

F9__F10 0 1.58E+05 3.16E+04 8.12E+04 8.06E+04 7.83E+04 7.88E+04 39.0 12.1 18.3 17.8 18.0 17.4

F10__F11 1 1.27E+05 6.74E+04 8.07E+04 1.01E+05 8.03E+04 9.94E+04 27.3 15.5 17.8 21.0 17.7 20.8

F11__F12 0 4.52E+05 2.11E+04 2.74E+06 2.81E+06 2.74E+06 2.81E+06 75.1 13.3 117.6 124.1 117.1 122.5

F12__F13 0 7.88E+05 1.24E+05 5.36E+06 5.37E+06 5.34E+06 5.35E+06 101.2 24.8 189.8 190.1 189.2 189.5

s
iz

e

A1__A2 0 2.79E+05 6.30E+04 2.22E+06 2.00E+06 2.22E+06 2.01E+06 71.2 20.8 143.0 133.9 143.7 134.9

A2__A3 0 1.59E+06 3.01E+05 2.98E+06 3.14E+06 2.98E+06 3.14E+06 193.1 59.7 183.3 192.5 183.5 192.5

B1__B2 0 2.43E+06 2.43E+06 2.62E+06 2.61E+06 2.63E+06 2.61E+06 451.9 420.8 400.8 394.7 400.7 394.4

B2__B3 0 6.14E+04 4.14E+05 1.16E+06 1.12E+06 1.16E+06 1.12E+06 25.6 29.2 71.3 69.7 71.3 70.1

C1__C2 2 1.99E+07 1.09E+07 1.80E+07 1.80E+07 1.80E+07 1.80E+07 1390.0 974.6 1324.2 1330.7 1322.5 1330.2

C2__C3 0 5.69E+06 1.23E+06 2.17E+06 2.25E+06 2.16E+06 2.25E+06 339.6 117.9 160.9 167.0 160.6 166.8

A1__B1 0 2.86E+05 1.03E+05 2.99E+05 2.97E+05 3.03E+05 2.98E+05 34.3 15.0 18.0 18.2 18.0 18.2

A2__B2 0 2.26E+05 4.58E+04 8.08E+04 8.07E+04 8.01E+04 8.02E+04 27.3 13.4 19.4 19.0 19.2 18.8

A3__B3 0 2.27E+05 1.71E+05 1.44E+06 1.45E+06 1.44E+06 1.44E+06 125.7 101.4 288.4 291.7 287.9 291.4

B1__C1 1 5.05E+07 2.72E+06 2.91E+06 3.04E+06 2.90E+06 3.02E+06 1310.6 193.9 200.2 207.7 199.0 206.7

B2__C2 0 1.54E+06 8.71E+04 9.99E+04 1.06E+05 9.91E+04 1.05E+05 122.2 20.9 22.4 23.1 22.2 23.1

B3__C3 3 8.33E+05 6.29E+04 2.47E+05 2.41E+05 2.46E+05 2.39E+05 168.2 28.7 58.1 58.3 57.7 58.1

y
e
a
s
t

005a__005_1 0 3.33E+04 4.34E+03 5.45E+03 5.22E+03 5.01E+03 4.65E+03 40.3 12.6 14.2 14.2 13.5 12.3

005b__005_2 4 2.29E+05 7.50E+03 5.58E+04 7.59E+04 3.40E+04 6.61E+04 107.0 17.1 45.3 56.9 37.2 53.6

005c__005_3 0 3.03E+05 2.30E+05 2.24E+05 2.24E+05 2.24E+05 2.24E+05 112.0 53.8 54.4 53.7 54.6 53.9

020a__020_1 0 1.15E+06 1.38E+04 3.26E+05 5.96E+05 3.25E+05 5.95E+05 359.9 34.0 103.3 124.0 102.6 123.5

020b__020_2 0 2.12E+05 6.80E+03 1.42E+06 1.40E+06 1.52E+06 1.49E+06 120.3 17.6 186.3 184.9 192.3 191.0

020c__020_3 0 8.88E+04 1.41E+04 1.93E+04 1.93E+04 1.90E+04 1.88E+04 69.1 21.3 28.6 27.3 28.0 26.9

060a__060_1 0 3.98E+05 5.22E+03 4.49E+03 5.86E+03 4.75E+03 5.74E+03 164.4 15.9 14.1 16.6 14.7 16.6

060b__060_2 0 5.38E+04 2.72E+03 2.03E+04 2.11E+04 1.40E+04 1.53E+04 71.7 12.6 29.6 31.2 22.5 24.1

060c__060_3 0 2.56E+04 9.26E+03 2.11E+05 2.18E+05 2.11E+05 2.17E+05 40.5 19.4 61.4 68.2 61.1 67.3

900a__900_1 0 3.31E+03 3.09E+03 2.25E+03 3.10E+03 3.06E+03 2.79E+03 18.7 15.1 13.2 15.6 14.3 14.4

900b__900_2 0 5.08E+03 2.88E+03 6.36E+03 1.74E+05 3.58E+03 1.56E+05 20.8 15.9 22.8 112.6 20.9 100.0

900c__900_3 1 5.94E+03 9.51E+02 1.41E+03 4.99E+03 1.38E+03 3.83E+03 19.1 8.5 10.6 18.2 10.4 16.5

SSR (sec2)
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Figure 2.9  OBI-Warp vs. ChAMS alignments.

In stretches of low similarity―but with confident MS/MS identifications―ChAMS often 
transitions. OBI-Warp successfully aligns these areas, due in part to local weighting and a 
global gap penalty.
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The ChAMS alignments are nearly identical to OBI-Warp's in runs and sections 

within runs with medium to high similarity.  However, as demonstrated in Figure 2.9 on 

late SCX fractions, in runs or sections with weaker signal―but still having legitimate 

MS/MS identifications―ChAMS often wanders from the true path.  Several factors may 

be responsible for this outcome and are discussed in likely order of influence: 1)  Gap 

Penalty: ChAMS makes no correction for the double benefit  gained from transitions. 

Thus, in instances where the true signal is weaker, the benefit from transitioning often 

outweighs the benefit of following the correct signal.  Furthermore, ChAMS implements 

no  global  gap  penalty.   Our  study  shows  that  a  modest  gap  penalty,  in  addition  to 

doubling the benefit of stepping diagonal, is beneficial to recovering correct alignments, 

probably by persuading the warp path to ignore small amounts of distracting noise. 2) 

Minimal Similarity Cutoff: ChAMS sets a 0.2 score threshhold before including a point 

in the warp path.  As it turns out, some of the runs used here had few data points passing 

this criteria.  To be fair, comparisons were only made on time standards falling within the 

upper and lower bounds of the ChAMS warp path.  This still left some legitimate time 

standards (high confidence MS/MS ID's) without mappings in ChAMS, and so many of 

the runs contained interpolated sections that had little to no guidance from the actual 

warp path.  In some instances, these sections made disproportional contribution to poor 

scores.  3)  Similarity  Function: It  may  be  that  the  correction  for  mean  and  standard 

deviation offers some advantage over the ChAMS benefit function.  A similarity function 

such as the one ChAMS uses, but with added mean and standard deviation correction, 

might  be  superior  to  either  individually.   Comparison  with  ChAMS  highlights  the 

importance of constraints in DTW, especially between runs with low alignment signal.
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Multiple alignment and example application to identify differentially expressed 
proteins

Chromatographic alignment can be useful, or even critical,  across a variety of 

mass spectrometry proteomics experiments.  For single chromatographic dimension runs 

(as  is  typical  of  current  biomarker  studies)  OBI-Warp  may  be  used  to  align  each 

successive analysis of a particular specimen type to some base run or some meta-run 

formed  by  summing  the  mass  spec  signals  across  the  aligned  experiments.   Then, 

identities may be extended to peaks across the dataset and quantities extracted from each 

run.  Further, OBI-Warp may allow multi-dimensional chromatographic separation for 

these  experiments,  since  multiple  dimensions  may  be  aligned,  signal  summed,  and 

compared with other analyses.  OBI-Warp can be used in a similar fashion to extend the 

reach of isotope labeling experiments.  Successive runs may be aligned, peak identities 

extended to unknown isotopic doublets, and these quantities extracted and compared with 

those from other runs.

To demonstrate OBI-Warp's suitability for multiple alignment scenarios, 14 runs 

were  aligned  in  succession  with  each  run  being  aligned  to  the  warped  form of  the 

previous (and then warped itself).  Such a test likely exceeds the requirements of any 

typical  multiple  alignment  (e.g.,  each  run  aligned  to  the  same  template).   ChAMS 

alignments, post-processed to create warp functions,  were applied to the same set for 

comparison. The time differences for OBI-Warp shown in Table 2.4 compare favorably 

with the direct alignment of two runs and reveal little propagative error.
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Table 2.4  Transitive alignment error.

Transitive error measured as the average absolute time difference (AAD) in seconds of 
warped peptide standards from each run back to the original template run (4-03-03).  The 
transitive error accumulated through 13 alignments and warping compares favorably with 
a direct alignment for OBI-Warp.  ChAMS alignments were post-processed to create 
bijective interpolants for warping so its results could be used for comparison.

Alignment None OBI-Warp ChAMS

4-03-03 :: 7-25-03 (Direct) 149.87 11.56 164.19

4-03-03 :: 6-17-03 242.72 19.25 43.35
6-17-03(w arp) :: 6-18-03 306.58 27.94 49.06
6-18-03(w arp) :: 6-28-03 258.04 22.47 43.78
6-28-03(w arp) :: 7-11-03 216.67 21.6 35.81
7-11-03(w arp) :: 7-13-03 206.52 21.59 44.7
7-13-03(w arp) :: 7-17-03 179.59 19.07 38.88
7-17-03(w arp) :: 7-19-03 176.46 17.87 36.59
7-19-03(w arp) :: 7-20-03 185.82 18.11 30.23
7-20-03(w arp) :: 7-21-03 212.69 23.1 48.86
7-21-03(w arp) :: 7-22-03 171.45 21.2 40.81
7-22-03(w arp) :: 7-23-03 433.96 104.53 92.32
7-23-03(w arp) :: 7-24-03 152.15 52.45 58.46
7-24-03(w arp) :: 7-25-03 149.87 38.81 72.14

AAD (sec) betw een
4-04-03 and last aligned
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Figure 2.10  Example alignment.

msmeg early and msmeg middle fractions (E020 and M020 respectively) were aligned 
using optimized parameters.  A) Section of the global alignment.  All three plots share the 
same axis dimensions: m/z 829� 1153 and time ~860� 2500 secs (of ~5100 sec MS runs). 
Triangular markers to shared peaks are provided as points of reference; markers between 
M020 (warped) and E020 are on the same horizontal plane.  B) A citrate synthase peptide 
not identified in E020.  XIC is from m/z 733 (+2 peptide charge).  C) A peptide from an 
NADH-dependent glutamate synthase.  No peptides from this protein were identified at 
any confidence level in the msmeg early runs.  XIC is from m/z 884 (+2 peptide charge).
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Finally, to illustrate the differential identification of peptides using OBI-Warp, we 

present an alignment of biologically varying samples.  Figure 2.10A depicts a segment of 

the alignment  of the 020 fractions  of  msmeg early (referred to as E020) and middle 

(called M020) using default parameters and a 6 sec time increment.  These samples are 

derived from M. smegmatis cells harvested early in log-phase growth and from mid-log 

phase cells.  100 high confidence peptides (as defined in the Methods section [including 

the criteria for duplicate peptides]) found in M020 were not found at any confidence in 

any of the msmeg early datasets.  We highlight two peptides from this set which belong 

to proteins directly involved in metabolism (protein identities were assigned by sequence 

similarity  to M.  tuberculosis).   Figure  2.10B shows  the  extracted  ion  chromatogram 

(XIC) of a peptide from citrate synthase, the enzyme responsible for the first step in the 

citric  acid  cycle.   The surrounding extracted  ion  chromatogram (XIC)  appears  to  be 

correctly aligned for neighboring peaks.  There are 27 peptides in this high confidence set 

where the entire protein (at any confidence) is missing from all msmeg early fractions. 

Figure 2.10C shows the alignment  of one of these peptides  which is  derived from a 

probable  NADH-dependent  glutamate  synthase  (small  subunit).   This  example 

demonstrates  the  potential  for  OBI-Warp  to  provide  identities  and  quantities  for 

differentially expressed peptides and proteins.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have verified the ability of dynamic time warping to correctly 

align  ESI-LC-MS runs  of  varying  similarity,  both  between  samples  differing  due  to 

biological variation, and those differing due to prefractionation. We show that Pearson's 

correlation  coefficient,  followed  by  covariance,  dot  product,  and  Euclidean  distance 

achieved the most correct alignments under the widest set of gap penalty parameters. We 
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optimize gap penalty parameters and show that a global gap penalty function generally 

outperforms a local weighting scheme alone.   We demonstrate the utility of bijective 

interpolated  synchronization  for  delivering  smooth,  natural  warpings  based  on  the 

discrete DTW warp path.  We compare our results with those of a recent, independent 

implementation of DTW, and because of the use of local weighting, a global gap penalty, 

and other factors, find our implementation to be comparable or better across a series of 

alignments.   Finally,  we present  a  case  of  using  OBI-Warp to  identify  differentially 

expressed  proteins  between  bacteria  harvested  from two  different  growth  conditions, 

illustrating the potential of LC-MS alignment for differential proteomics.

METHODS

Dataset Preparation 

Raw MS runs and corresponding SEQUEST search data were downloaded from 

the Open Proteomics Database (Prince  et  al.  2004) and the Peptide Atlas Repository 

(Desiere et al. 2006).  ThermoFinnigan RAW files were converted to mzXML (Pedrioli 

et al. 2004) with the linux binary ReAdW (v. 2.5).  No preprocessing was performed, but 

could easily be incorporated into the analysis if desired.  MS spectra were transformed 

into a uniform matrix by rounding to the nearest m/z (summing in the event of multiple 

values) and applying PCHIP along the time dimension to fill in missing values and create 

regularly spaced time samples of varying frequency (3, 6, and 12 second increments).

Chromatographic Standards and Measures of Accuracy

Protein/Peptide  Prophet  data  was  downloaded  from  the  data  repositories,  if 

available. Datasets without this data were further analyzed by Peptide/Protein Prophet 

(Trans-Proteomic Pipeline v. 1.2.3). These analyses have been posted to OPD.  MS/MS 

identifications whose protein probability,  initial  peptide probability  and NSP adjusted 
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probability were  0.99 were chosen as candidate time standards, and the time of the MS≥  

scan containing the precursor ion was recorded. Peptides at a given charge sampled > 2 

times were discarded, as it was reasoned that these represent especially broad peaks that 

might  offer  less  chromatographic  precision  than  those  with  fewer  (albeit  still  highly 

confident) ID's.  A single elution time for peptides with two identifications was estimated 

by taking a weighted average based on the intensity of the precursor ion peak.  Peak 

maxima could serve as more precise time standards; however, we avoided this since the 

peak finding process for complex, noisy datasets may introduce additional noise.  After 

selecting  the  overlapping  peptides  for  each  alignment,  outliers  (likely  caused  by  a 

mistaken identification) were thrown out by iteratively removing time points appearing > 

5 standard deviations from the regression line.  Although this is only a rough estimate for 

outliers, the results were generally consistent with the 0.99 probability threshold chosen, 

thereby providing additional verification of Protein/Peptide Prophet accuracy.

Bijective Synchronization

To create a bijective warp path, we move sequentially along the DTW warp path 

and include or discarded points according to certain criteria: 

1) The first and last points of a warp path are always included.

2) Points along the diagonal not belonging to a transition are included.

3) The point with the best similarity score in a transition is included, unless (4)

4) No more than one point in a transition can be included.

Occasionally, a horizontal and vertical transition may meet and so include the 

same point at their vertex.  In the case where the vertex is the point of greatest similarity 

in the first transition, the other points in the second transition would be ignored.  In the 
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event that a non-vertex point in the second transition had a higher similarity score than 

the vertex, a minor bias towards earlier points would result.

Normalization of Similarity Functions

In order to standardize the influence of a global gap penalty to different datasets 

using different score comparisons, we normalize the similarity scores by the mean and 

standard deviation of the similarity score distribution.  For consistency in executing the 

score  functions,  we  negated  the  normalized  Euclidean  distance  distribution  and 

maximized the warp path (the exact equivalent of minimization).  We verified that the 

functions used here produce normal distributions of similarity scores using datasets of 

randomly generated spectra (1000 spectra X 1000 time points; 0-1,000,000 in intensity), 

justifying the normalization.  Large sections of chromatographic lead-in or trail-out time 

may influence the overall distribution of similarity scores; we do not address that in this 

work.

Interpolation

Through interpolation, a bijective warp map is used as the basis for constructing a 

smooth warping function that may be applied to either run.  The choice of interpolant and 

how it  is  applied  may  influence  the  final  outcome of  an  alignment.   We chose  the 

monotone piecewise cubit hermite interpolation (PCHIP) method for all alignments here 

(pchim).

The responsiveness of the bijective interpolation can be adjusted by altering the 

number of included bijective anchors―fewer anchors will give a smoother interpolant 

(smaller derivatives as viewed from the diagonal).  OBI-Warp determines which anchors 

to include (if all are not selected) by subdividing the bijective warp map based on the 

number of selected anchors, and selecting the point of highest similarity in each section 
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to become an anchor for interpolation.  Choosing fewer anchors effectively allows a user 

to disregard subsections with low (i.e., potentially spurious) alignment signal and still 

achieve  a  globally  satisfying  alignment  using  points  of  strongest  similarity  spread 

throughout.  The process of choosing fewer anchors A is given: The total set of bijective 

anchors T is divided into segments with N anchors in each (N ~ T/A) where rounding is 

distributed across the segments.  A bijective anchor B is included in A if it has the highest 

similarity score S in the segment G (where G contains N anchors):

For this  work,  all  possible  bijective anchors  were used so that  the warp path 

would be highly responsive to variation in the alignment path during optimizations.

Interpolation  in  this  work  is  applied  to  the  bijective  anchors  as  points  in 

traditional x, y coordinate space giving a diagonal warp function.  The bijective anchors 

may also be transformed into  x,  y-x  space to give an alternative interpolation, but this 

variant is not explored here.

After  choosing  bijective  anchors,  OBI-Warp  interpolation  may  be  applied  in 

different ways with implications for peak integration algorithms.  The underlying data 

may be warped (changing the underlying intensities through interpolation, stretching, and 

shrinking), or, as applied in this work, the time points labeling the intensity matrix axis 

may be altered, preserving the original intensities of the data.

Measures of Alignment Accuracy

To measure alignment accuracy we warp MS/MS derived time standards with the 

bijective warping obtained by aligning MS signals.  A perfect alignment would position 

(perfectly derived) standards precisely along the diagonal.  We calculate error in one of 
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two ways: the sum of the square residuals from the perfect alignment (SSR) and the 

average absolute time difference between time standards (AAD).

Other Alignment Experiments

Alignments for Figure 2.5 were performed on the 6 sec interpolated alignment of 

F5 and F6 of the scx dataset.  For Figure 2.5A, random noise at a desired fraction was 

generated by providing a random value between 0 and 2X the fractional part of the signal 

selected.  The propagative multiple alignment test was performed on the 020mM salt 

fraction of OPD accession numbers 8-21 (opd00008_MYCSM―opd00021_MYCSM). 

Chromatographic time values were taken directly from the data (no interpolation to create 

a uniform matrix was performed).  

Implementation

The software OBI-Warp is written in C++, compiles under Linux and Windows 

(with MinGW), and should compile under any system with gcc. All C++ objects are also 

known to compile  with Microsoft  Visual  C++ (6.0).  Vector  and matrix  classes  were 

modeled after the Template Numerical Toolkit (http://math.nist.gov/tnt/).  Most scripts 

for the generation of MS/MS time standards were written in Ruby. The PCHIM and 

PCHFE routines (and dependencies) from the public domain engineering/mathematical 

suite SLATEC were translated and rewritten with modifications and additions into C++ 

code. In particular, a subroutine for the interpolation of a sorted array of evaluation points 

(as  occurring  in  both  instances  used  herein)  was  written  that  only  requires  a  single 

traversal of the input arrays, an algorithmic improvement on the SLATEC routines of 

O(N+M) compared to O(N*M). The OBI-Warp package is released under an unrestrictive 

MIT  style  license  and  can  be  downloaded  from  http://obi-warp.sourceforge.net/.   A 

plugin,  obiwarp,  was  written  in  C++  for  zlab  (http://zlab.sourceforge.net/)  a  custom 
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library  of  low-level  gui-tools  allowing  direct  access  to  openGL  for  scientific  data 

visualization.  The plugin OBI-Warp allows the manipulation of alignment parameters 

(e.g., gap penalty) and the real-time visualization of the similarity matrix, additive score 

matrix,  traceback matrix,  optimal path,  bijective anchors, smooth warp function,  time 

standards, and sum of square residuals calculation. The plugin is also released under the 

MIT style license and is available with the OBI-Warp package.
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Chapter 3: Sample bias validation to examine the accuracy of mass 
spectrometry proteomics peptide identification error estimates 

Chapter reproduced in part with permission from Analytical Chemistry, submitted for publication. 
Unpublished work copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.

INTRODUCTION

Rapidly  advancing  instrumentation  is  positioning  mass  spectrometry  based 

proteomics at the forefront of techniques capable of characterizing a proteome (or at least 

large portions of it) in a single experiment.  While opening up new avenues in biological 

research, these advances are generating large amounts of data that can be difficult  to 

verify as to their  ultimate accuracy.  Validation of error estimate methods have been 

sought through the creation of defined samples (Keller et al. 2002a; Klimek et al. 2008; 

Purvine et al. 2004) culminating in large sets of 50 and 54 proteins (ABRF sPRG Study 

2006 Oral Presentation: A Proteomics Standard; Kolker  et al. 2007).  While useful on 

many  fronts,  these  datasets  fail  to  provide  the  large  statistical  sampling  implicitly 

required by techniques used in large-scale proteomics error determination.  And even 

with  higher  protein  numbers,  protein  purity  may  still  be  in  question.   2D-gel 

electrophoresis  offers  an  alternative  protein  separation  platform  to  liquid 

chromatography, but it is, in the end, still dependent on MS analysis for high-throughput 

identification.   Thus,  MS  proteomics  is  left  holding  the  high-throughput  protein 

identification prize with no appraiser capable of verifying its precise worth.

Despite its apparent difficulty, the quest for accurate error rate determination in 

large-scale  proteomics  bears  significance.   For  virtually  all  large-scale  analyses, 

researchers are still far from comprehensive protein sampling, and overly conservative 

error  rates  needlessly  squander  valuable  biological  information.   Under-estimates  of 

error, on the other hand, can result in misdirected follow up experiments or erroneous 
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biological  conclusions.   Finally,  the creation,  optimization or  comparison of different 

search engines or meta-search engines rely on the knowledge of accurate error rates.

The  past  several  years  have  seen  an  increasing  interest  in  accurate  error  rate 

determination.  While PeptideProphet sought to establish error rates by parameterized 

modeling of the distribution of correct and incorrect  hits  on a normal database (DB) 

search (Keller  et al. 2002b), almost all other efforts have relied on some kind of decoy 

DB  search  to  generate  a  false  identification  rate  (FIR) (Fitzgibbon  et  al.  2008). 

Typically, a decoy database is created by randomizing (through shuffling or reversing) 

each protein amino acid sequence.  In its simplest form, researchers establish a FIR by 

determining the number of spectra matching peptides from these randomized sequences 

in comparison to the number of matches from the normal DB.  Against experimentally 

derived spectra,  a  decoy DB is  run separately from the  normal DB,  or  alternatively, 

spectra are searched against a decoy DB concatenated to the end of the normal DB.  A 

reversed,  separate DB search has been utilized to test  new algorithms and processing 

techniques (Moore  et al. 2002; Rejtar  et al. 2004) and establish peptide spectral match 

(PSM) filtering criteria for human samples (Qian et al. 2005).  Other investigations have 

relied on a reversed, concatenated database search (Peng et al. 2003).  Still others have 

opted  for  a  separate  search  with  hidden  markov  model  (HMM)  derived  protein 

sequences, arguing that a reversed DB may match spectra from original peptides with too 

high  a  frequency (Allet  et  al.  2004).   Percolator,  utilizing  support  vector  machines 

(SVMs),  distinguishes  correct  hits  using  results  from a  decoy  database  search.   The 

authors recommend the use of a separate shuffled DB search but Percolator can be run 

with a variety of DB configurations (shuffled/reverse, concatenated/separate).  Finally, 

PeptideProphet can now be run with the option to explicitly use results generated from a 
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concatenated DB search to inform its distribution modeling, either parametrically (Choi 

& Nesvizhskii 2008a) or semiparametrically (Choi et al. 2008).

More recently,  a handful of studies have analyzed the choice of decoy DB in 

greater  depth.   On a small  defined protein  mixture Higdon  et  al. found all  methods 

somewhat  inconsistent  across laboratory and sample conditions,  although they finally 

recommend a concatenated shuffled DB (Higdon et al. 2005).  Elias et al. argue in favor 

of a concatenated DB search reasoning that correct hits will match the target database, 

leaving incorrect hits to partition 1:1 between the target and decoy sets.  They claim that 

in a separate search, correct hits will result in elevated scores when matching the decoy 

DB, thus depressing the overall recall of correct hits, and they demonstrate a marked 

difference between the score distributions resulting from searches with the two methods 

(Elias & Gygi 2007).  Huttlin et al. derived the error associated with determining a FIR 

under a concatenated DB and verified this approach with a small, defined protein mixture 

(Huttlin  et al. 2007).  Viewing the problem as establishing the correct null hypothesis, 

Kall  et al. expressed wariness of the concatenated approach since the incorrect matches 

partitioning between target and decoy may poorly reflect the distribution of true hits (Kall 

et al. 2008a).  They also outline some of the assumptions that go into the creation of a 

null hypothesis (Kall et al. 2008b).  Choi et al. point out a fundamental shortcoming of 

any target-decoy DB strategy by suggesting that while truly random matches are modeled 

well, error rates for matches to homologous peptides will be underestimated.  Fitzgibbon 

et  al. explore  assumptions  underlying  the  target-decoy  DB  approach,  revealing  for 

instance,  that  spectra  from  high  scoring  target  matches  may  also  score  higher  than 

average when matching a decoy DB.  They discuss trade offs between database size and 

accuracy of error predictions and offer a current review of the MS proteomics error rate 

discussion (Fitzgibbon et al. 2008).
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Since  alternative  methodologies  reflect  differences  in  assumptions  about  large 

distributions  of  peptide  spectral  matches,  it  is  difficult  to  imagine  ultimate  answers 

deriving from small protein mixture validation studies.  Alternative validation methods 

for large-scale proteomics datasets are rare (see  Yanofsky et al. 2007 for using peptide 

retention times).  Here, we introduce a collection of related methods for determining error 

rates in large-scale MS proteomics studies based on known biases in sample content. 

With a set of these validation methods, we examine several competing database search 

strategies  (concatenated/separate,  trypsin/no  enzyme,  shuffled/reversed  and 

decreased/increased DB size) in conjunction with several popular precision estimators 

(PeptideProphet, Percolator, filtering thresholds) from data sets collected on low and high 

mass accuracy mass spectrometers to examine false identification rate accuracy (FIRA) 

and ability to recall the greatest number of confident identifications.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sample bias validation

We introduce a collection of related methods for determining error rates in large-

scale MS proteomics identification studies.  This validation method, which we refer to as 

sample  bias  validation  (SBV),  relies  on  simple,  known  biases  in  sample  content  to 

determine the accuracy of collections of PSMs (see Figure 3.1).  While other sample 

biases may be similarly utilized, these seem the most generalizable to proteomics studies:

1. Amino acid content: some samples will be depleted or enriched for a particular 

amino acid. (e.g., unmodified cysteines in cysteine-methylated samples, 

unmodified cysteine in unprotected samples due to cysteine oxidation, 

enrichment of cysteine in ICAT identifications).
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2. Transmembrane (TMM) content: soluble fractions are much less likely to have 

peptides from proteins with transmembrane-spanning helices while insoluble 

fractions are likely to be enriched for these proteins compared to globular 

proteins.  

3. Abundance: mass spectrometers choose the most abundant ions (correlated with 

peptide abundance) for identification by MS/MS, so identifications of peptides 

from highly abundant proteins are more likely to be correct than from low copy 

number proteins.  (e.g., peptides from proteins with fewer than 3000 molecules 

per cell as measured by western blotting are unlikely to be correct).
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Figure 3.1  Useful indicators of false peptide spectral matches.

Depending on the sample composition, a set of simple assumptions about the kinds of 
proteins and peptides expected to be observed can be made.  Spectral matches to peptides 
violating these assumptions ('indicator' peptides) are likely themselves to be false hits and 
are indicative of other false PSMs.  [Transmembrane protein image modified from 
(Polytopic_membrane_protein.png), globular protein image modified from 
(Protein_conformation.jpg)]
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As  detailed  in  the  Methods  section  and  diagrammed  in  Figure  3.2,  SBV  is 

perfomed on any group of PSMs (already stripped of any decoy matches) as follows:

a) An obvious bias in sample constitution is used to identify spectral matches 

matching 'indicator peptides' (e.g., a cysteine containing peptide in an 

unprotected sample).

b) Some fraction of correct hits will exist among the indicator peptides.  This 

fraction can be determined for a given sample (as discussed below) and that 

fraction removed from the set of indicators that will be used to determine the 

final error rate.  (e.g., some transmembrane proteins may actually still be in the 

soluble fraction and matches to those peptides are not indicative of false hits).

c) Determine the frequency of indicator peptides among false hits.  

d) This frequency is applied to all (target) PSMs to determine the FIR.

In this study, we apply SBV to peptide spectral matches, but it could be applied 

towards protein identification.  Indeed, the TMM and abundance validators are protein-

centric  while the amino acid content  validator is  peptide-centric (although with some 

adjustments it could provide some utility towards protein ID validation).  And, while its 

greatest usefulness is likely for MS based proteomics, SBV could also be applied towards 

other large-scale protein/peptide ID settings.

These methods can be used on uncharacterized proteomes or those well studied. 

For instance, transmembrane sequence content and protein abundances can be predicted 

computationally (e.g., Phobius and using the codon adaptation index respectively).  In 

this study, we use SAGE and western blot experimental data for abundance validation, an 

example of the use of experimentally derived data.  Amino acid content validation has the 

advantage of being exempt from any computational or experimental prediction, but it 
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may require slightly modified search parameters (for instance, searching for unmodified 

cysteines on a cysteine protected sample)

As mentioned previously, one inherent shortcoming of the decoy DB approach is 

the problem of homology of peptides with hits in the decoy database.  SBV is immune to 

issues of homology and therefore can be used to diagnose potential problematic areas of 

the target-decoy search strategies.
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Figure 3.2  Sample bias validation.

(see text for description)
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Removing contaminant indicators

In order to use indicating peptides to determine false hits one must first determine 

the  fraction  that  are  indeed correct  hits  and ignore  that  fraction  (the  correct  hits  are 

'contaminating'  in the sense that their presence is counter to the assumption that they 

indicate the presence of false hits).  This can be done by plotting the fraction of indicator 

hits to all hits as a function of increasing confidence in the PSM.  In this study, we plot 

the  fraction  of  indicating  peptides  to  total  peptides  versus  peptide  identification 

confidence (see Figure 3.3). Eventually, as the set of peptide assignments approaches 

100% accuracy, the level of indicator will plateau―this point gives the 'contaminating' 

proportion of (correct) peptide matches.  At this point, further filtering will not influence 

the ratio of indicators (hence the plateau) but at  some point the fraction will become 

unstable as too small a sample of PSMs is being queried.  Figure 3.3 demonstrates this for 

several validators.  In this particular sample, roughly 22% of PSMs derive from proteins 

measured at less than 3000 molecules per cell, roughly 4% derive from proteins measured 

to have less than 1 molecule per cell and 3% of PSMs come from proteins with 1 or more 

transmembrane sequences as predicted by Phobius.  It should be noted that this process 

implicitly corrects for false predictions in our SBV set.  For instance, among the 3% of 

PSMs matching peptides from proteins predicted by Phobius to have 1 transmembrane 

spanning  helix,  some  of  these  will  have  derived  from  proteins  with  genuine 

transmembrane spanning helices and some will be from proteins whose TMM helix was 

incorrectly predicted.  The relative contributions of these two classes of contaminating 

indicators remain unknown, even while their sum can accurately be determined by this 

method.
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Figure 3.3  Determination of fraction of 'contaminating' indicators.

cys = cysteine containing peptides in unprotected sample, bias-mRNA = abundance of 
mRNA ( > 1 molecule per cell), bias-prot = abundance of protein ( > 3000 molecules per 
cell), tmm = transmembrane bias, tm = the minimum number of number of 
transmembrane spanning helices allowed.  The fraction of contaminating indicator 
peptides (i.e., those contradicting our simple assumptions about sample content) is found 
at the lower plateau region (between filtering stringencies 20 and 40).
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Determining the frequency of indicator peptides among false hits

Two  sources  exist  from  which  to  derive  the  frequency  of  indicator  peptides 

among false hits.   The 3rd -  10th ranking SEQUEST matches on a normal DB search 

provide  a  set  of  false  ID's  that  should  approximate  the  frequency  of  observing  an 

indicator  peptide  among  false  hits.   We  avoid  the  2nd best  hit  based  on  the  large 

percentage  of  correct  hits  that  can  be  drawn  from  this  rank (Kall  et  al.  2007a). 

Alternatively, we implemented a method to determine the frequency of indicator peptides 

among peptides created from an in silico digest of DB proteins but did not explore its use 

in this study.  We decided to use the bad SEQUEST hits because we felt they would most 

closely match the properties  of  the normal hits.   We reasoned that,  for  instance,  the 

number of cysteine containing peptides depends on peptide length and peptides found to 

closely match spectra (but that are incorrect) will be most likely to share basic properties, 

such as peptide length.

SBV is also applicable to matches that are indexed by amino acid sequence (and 

charge) as is done by ProteinProphet (PSMs can also be indexed in this fashion with 

basic filtering [e.g., taking the top hit per amino acid sequence]).  In the case that these 

alternate matches are used, the process of determining the fraction of indicator among 

false  hits  should  be  performed with  the  same indexing  technique (e.g.,  the  3rd -  10th 

SEQUEST hits should be indexed by amino acid sequence and charge if being used with 

ProteinProphet peptide identification probabilities). 

An underlying assumption of using the frequency of indicator peptides among 

false hits is that this frequency is constant across the range of hits.  The flatness (i.e., 

without slant) of the indicator plots (see Figure 3.3) is an indication that this assumption 

holds true, but there are some differences in how well the different validation methods 
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satisfy this assumption.   The worst  offender of this assumption (a validator based on 

Toppred transmembrane predictions) was not used in this analysis.

In each of the validation methods used here,  we have relied on simple binary 

decisions to determine sample bias (e.g., has a cysteine? has a transmembrane sequence? 

has > 3000 molecules per cell?).  This binary methodology boasts conceptual simplicity 

and ease of implementation and appears to be sufficiently robust and accurate for many 

uses.  However, estimates in sample bias may be calculated with greater sophistication 

than performed here.  For instance, a probability function (discrete or continuous) may be 

used to model the expected number of proteins per cell in high confidence identifications.

Accuracy of filtering methods

We varied xcorr, deltacn, and ppm in 1000 random filters and plotted a histogram 

of FIRA z-scores in Figure 3.4.  We use the z-score (the number of standard deviations 

from the mean of our SBV determined FIRs) as a metric to compare the accuracy of each 

method's error estimate.  Several trends are apparent.  First, analysis of the top target and 

top  decoy  hit  per  spectrum (hits  separate,  or  HS)  gives  more  conservative  precision 

estimates (negative z-scores).  The separate DB search (with hits separately considered) 

appears to be over-estimating precision in many cases while the concatenated DB search 

tends to be closest to the correct estimate without overestimating precision.  Differences 

between shuffled and reverse DB searches are apparent but small in comparison to other 

differences.  Similar results were obtained from a 'no enzyme' DB search of the orbi 

dataset (Appendix Figure S3.1) with minor differences between shuffled and reverse DBs 

as compared to the tryptic search.
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Figure 3.4  Random filtering z-scores.

A histogram of z-scores of precision calculations generated from 1000 random filters for 
samples scx (A) and orbi (B).  A z-score of 0 means that the error estimate was judged to 
be accurate (by SBV).  A negative z-score indicates a conservative estimate (i.e., under-
estimate) of precision while a positive z-score is anti-conservative.  HS = 'hits separate' 
both the top target and top decoy hit were considered, otherwise only the top hit was 
taken between both (hits together, or HT).  cat = concatenated DB search, otherwise a 
separate search.  The HS analyses are more conservative in precision estimates.  While an 
HT analysis of a separate DB search has the tightest distribution around 0 (in A), it also 
errs the most towards anti-conservative precision estimates.  Differences in 
randomization type (reverse or shuffle) are not as significant as differences in DB search.
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Precision/recall with z-scores

A method may be completely accurate in its assessment of error and still fail to 

retrieve  high  numbers  of  correct  identifications.   Hence,  we  examine  in  tandem the 

relationship between  FIRA, precision and recall.  We are querying: what is the overall 

recall  of  true hits  by any particular method independent  of that  method's  estimate of 

recall  or error rate?  In essence, we are asking which method produces the best rank 

ordering  of  correct  hits,  noting  that  some  methods  sacrifice  true  hits  to  get  better 

precision estimates (e.g., with multiple decoy DBs).  These are plotted as precision (the 

'actual' precision as determined by SBV) vs. recall (in this case, the number of hits).  We 

are also interested in the accuracy of a method's error estimate.  Since the z-score for a 

particular method may vary depending on the number of hits examined, and the total 

utility of a particular method lies in achieving the highest recall with the most accurate 

error estimate at a given number of hits, we plot these factors in tandem.

We note here that in several of the PeptideProphet parametric runs with the decoy 

flag (-d), a warning message ("too much overlap at high f-vals") was encountered.  While 

they were removed from the plots shown here (they cannot sensibly be incorporated into 

the probability based precision score), when plotted for precision/recall as determined by 

SBV, these appeared to be very high quality hits.   This error then, is responsible for 

decreases in the number of hits for these runs and made legitimate comparison with those 

runs problematic.

Figure 3.5 is a plot of precision/recall in tandem with z-score for the scx sample. 

It shows that percolator achieves the best rank ordering of hits, with PeptideProphet close 

behind.  The PeptideProphet reverse cat decoy flag (-d) search had significant fval errors 

responsible for its poor recall performance.  The stringent filtering used here achieved 
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respectable  precision/recall,  but  it  does  lag  significantly  behind  the  meta-engine 

solutions.  For Percolator, the separate search generates more hits.  Peptide Prophet tends 

to  conservative  error  estimates.   Percolator  is  slightly  anti-conservative  in  its  error 

estimate right around the 99 and 95 percent precision zones for the concatenated DB 

search  with  the  reverse  DB erring  slightly  more.   For  Percolator,  both  separate  DB 

searches are conservative, with the shuffled DB being closer to the correct answer.
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Figure 3.5  Precision/recall with z-scores for scx.

PeptideProphet z-scores were plotted as an average of every 100 points with all others 
(but filters) averaged every 25 points.  Stringent filters were applied and the top hit per 
400 hits was taken.  Undefined scores result in some gaps in the calculations of some 
scores.
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Figure 3.6  Precision/recall with z-scores for orbi.

Same processing as Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.7  Precision/recall with z-scores for orbi with 'no enzyme' search.

Same processing as Figure 3.5.
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Precision  calculations  were  also  plotted  for  the  orbi  sample  (Figure  3.6). 

Percolator retrieves significantly more correct hits than PeptideProphet or filtering (which 

are  roughly  equivalent).   The  Percolator  results  are  fairly  similar.   The  reverse 

concatenated DB with Percolator appears most inconsistent in its error estimate.  The 

drastic step in Percolator z-scores roughly between hits 17000 and 18000 appears to be an 

error with the q-value estimate since recall remains unperturbed.  For PeptideProphet, the 

concatenated searches outperform the normal search both in terms of recall and FIRA. 

The exception is shuffle cat with decoy flag (-d) which displayed an fval error (although 

this only influences 11 PSMs).  The filter searches all have comparable recall and FIRA 

at 99% precision, but it is again clear that the hits separate (HS) analyses suffer from 

over-conservative error estimates especially at the 95% precision level.

We searched the same data with a 'no enzyme' SEQUEST search, giving fairly 

different  results  (Figure  3.7).   Foremost,  this  search  afforded  PeptideProphet  similar 

recall as Percolator, although the concatenated searches with decoy flag (-d) do poorly 

again  (again  likely  due  to  fval  error).   Similar  trends  in  the  accuracy  of  error  rate 

estimates  are  observed.   A  concatenated  search  (in  this  case  the  shuffled  DB)  from 

Percolator again performs poorly in its error estimate (tending to be anti-conservative at 

the 99% precision level).

Targeted confidence

While the precision/recall and z-score plots are highly useful, it is more common 

for researchers to view their data from the lens of a fixed confidence level.  Table 3.1 

demonstrates  clearly  the  importance  of  accurate  error  estimates.   For  instance, 

PeptideProphet run with a normal database inherently has the best recall of true hits at 99 

and  95%  precision  (10931  and  12505  PSMs  respectively  [as  measured  by  SBV]). 
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However, because it is overly conservative in its error estimate with this DB, it would 

appear  to  a  user  that  they  had  only  retrieved  8750  and  10846  hits  (at  99  and  95% 

precision respectively).  In this case, retrieving the most hits at the desired confidence 

levels  requires  searching  with  a  concatenated  database  and  then  ignoring  the  given 

probability scores in favor of an estimate by decoy hits.  The use of a concatenated DB 

with  either  traditionally  derived  probability  scores  or  semi-parametric  derived 

probabilities also deliver a net gain in retrieved hits because the error estimates are more 

accurate.  The cost of this increased accuracy (and therefore higher apparent recall in this 

case)  is  actually  the  loss  of  a  small  number  of  hits  as  measured  by  SBV.   The 

parameterized modeling with decoy peptides performs poorly in this scenario.  The result 

of this kind of targeted analysis for orbi (in its different searches) is reported in Appendix 

Table S3.1.  The randomized filter parameters that resulted in the 99 and 95% precision 

results for the stringent filtering are found in Appendix Table S3.2.
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Table 3.1  Precision and recall for sample 'scx'.

The recall determined by each method (# hits) at the given precision of 99 or 95%, the recall at 
the given precision level as determined by SBV (#hits (SBV)), the SBV determination of 
precision (e.g., the actual [SBV determined] precision at the number of hits indicated by the 
method in question) (mean prec (SBV)), standard deviation of the SBV calculated precision 
(stdev prec (SBV)), shf = shuffled, rev = reverse, prec = precision, qval = q-value, prob = 
probability. The -d in prec type means PeptideProphet was given explicit knowledge of the decoy 
hits (with the -d option).  SP = semi parametric (run with 'non-parametric' option).  HS ('hits 
separately') indicates that the highest target and decoy hit were both considered (regardless of the 
status of the type of DB search).  cat indicates that the search was performed on a concatenated 
target-decoy database (otherwise two separate searches is to be assumed).  Italicized numbers 
indicate that the method in question judged the precision to be greater than it was in reality (as 
judged by SBV), an anti-conservative estimate.  The underlined numbers mean that the method's 
precision estimate was more than 1 standard deviation anti-conservative.  The bold faced 
numbers are the highest recall at the given precision that are not judged to be based on precision 
calculations falling less than 1 standard deviation below the desired target precision.  The green 
background shows the highest recall across all methods and DB types under the precision 
constraints outlined.

99 95

db type prec type # hits # hits (SBV) # hits # hits (SBV)

FILTERING (RANGED TIGHT)
shf cat decoy HS 6921 7953 0.996 0.003 8111 9976 0.988 0.006

rev cat decoy HS 6882 8634 0.997 0.002 8122 10532 0.991 0.006

shf decoy HS 7393 8347 0.997 0.003 9166 10698 0.952 0.018

rev decoy HS 7393 8347 0.997 0.003 8881 10698 0.977 0.006

shf cat decoy 8002 8589 0.986 0.008 9583 10287 0.967 0.008

rev cat decoy 7961 8588 0.995 0.005 9604 10989 0.967 0.007

shf decoy 8398 8619 0.984 0.004 10147 11034 0.921 0.025

rev decoy 8190 8602 0.983 0.008 10123 11015 0.922 0.025

PEP PROPHET
normal prob 8750 10931 0.997 0.001 10846 12505 0.991 0.005

shf cat prob -d 8071 10817 0.996 0.003 10002 11882 0.996 0.002

rev cat prob -d 7159 7920 0.997 0.002 7970 8486 0.989 0.003

shf cat prob -d SP 9560 10630 0.997 0.003 11023 12296 0.984 0.003

rev cat prob -d SP 9352 10624 0.998 0.001 10957 12477 0.986 0.003

shf cat decoy 10518 10822 0.993 0.004 11985 12379 0.965 0.004

shf cat prob 9312 10822 0.998 0.002 11181 12379 0.984 0.004

rev cat decoy 10266 10752 0.995 0.003 12067 12405 0.964 0.005

rev cat prob 9347 10752 0.999 0.001 11197 12405 0.984 0.003

PERCOLATOR
shf cat qval 11758 10971 0.979 0.009 12813 12761 0.949 0.014

rev cat qval 11732 10807 0.977 0.009 12858 12698 0.946 0.012

shf qval 11510 11076 0.986 0.011 12646 13118 0.964 0.013

rev qval 11425 11220 0.988 0.008 12474 13185 0.971 0.011

mean prec 
(SBV)

stdev prec 
(SBV)

mean prec 
(SBV)

stdev prec 
(SBV)
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Database size

As noted, a concatenated database can increase the accuracy of PeptideProphet 

error estimates.  We explored the relationship between database size and precision/recall 

using SBV on normal DBs that have been concatenated with fractional sizes of DB (with 

the necessary adjustments in precision rates as describe).  Only some of the methods 

probed here are amenable to these varying sized estimates.  Percolator, for instance is not 

currently  designed to  function with  differing fractions of  DB size,  and we infer  that 

PeptideProphet  in  its  semi-parametric  probability  assessment  likewise  has  not  been 

configured for this (see Appendix Figure S3.2).

Figure  3.8  depicts  the  interplay  between  DB  size,  accuracy  and  recall  after 

filtering with a stringent set of 1000 filters ('stringent filter').  As the DB size increases 

the accuracy improves and both the apparent and real recall improve.  At some point the 

increasing magnitude of the DB begins to swamp out even correct hits and the recall 

diminishes somewhat (though the accuracy of the error prediction is indeed very high, an 

implicit test of the accuracy of SBV).  Since the 8X decoy database represents a very 

high accuracy estimate of the error rate, it is interesting to note the subtle trends in these 

plots (as reflected by deviation from the zero line in the z-score plot).  The concatenated 

DB searches tend to slightly overestimate precision within the precision rate area of most 

interest  and then falls to an underestimate.   The concatenated search considering hits 

separately tends to underestimate precision initially and then overcompensates as more 

hits  are  included (also  seen across  other  data).   It  is  noted that  these  trends  are  not 

necessarily  reflected  when using  targeted  precision  rates  with  this  dataset  (Appendix 

Table  S3.1)  because  of  inadequate  sampling  of  the  filter  parameter  space  (note  that 
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Figure 3.8 was created with an 11 point moving filter because of the noisiness of the 

data).
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Figure 3.8  Influence of database size on precision/recall.

Each of these was a concatenated shuffled database where various decoy DB fractions 
were appended to the normal database.  shf = shuffled, HS (hits separate) indicates that 
the top target and the top decoy hit were considered.  The number indicates the fractional 
size of the appended decoy DB in comparison to the size of the original, normal DB.  The 
filter parameter space was explored in two successive and increasingly stringent random 
searches.  The top precision per 400 hits is shown after smoothing with an 11 point 
moving average filter.
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We also analyzed the same set of increasingly sized concatenated decoy DBs with 

PeptideProphet with the semi-parametric decoy search (Appendix Figure S3.2) and with 

an implicit decoy search (Appendix Figure S3.3).  The semi-parametric search (Appendix 

Figure S3.2) did not seem amenable to these searches, as the accuracy diminished given 

larger  DB sizes.   The implicit  decoy search  measured by probability  score generally 

showed greater FIRA and recall as DB size increased, although the recall gain appears to 

taper off at the 8X target size.  The decoy FIRA remained fairly consistent across these 

different sizes and slightly high.  The increasing decoy DB size is clearly advantageous to 

the implicit decoy DB search with PeptideProphet.

Reverse versus shuffle

The desirable properties to be found in a decoy database are summarized in Table 

3.2.   Reverse  databases  have some advantages:  reversing  an  amino acid sequence  is 

deterministic (and therefore these DBs are standardized and easily reproducible); they 

also more closely model peptide lengths than in a shuffled databases (see Appendix Table 

S3.3).  However, shuffled databases are superior (at least in theory) to a reverse database 

as a random model in almost every other way.  One can easily use multiple shuffled 

databases to either increase database size or create a statistical sample of DB searches. 

At  least  for  the  yeast  proteome,  shuffled  databases  contain  significantly  fewer  exact 

matches to peptides in the normal database (see Appendix Table S3.4).  In reverse DBs, 

the  b  and  y  ion  peaks  are  merely  shifted  relative  to  one  another.   Search  engines 

incorporating mass differences (e.g., tag based engines) will likely find this to be a poor 

random model.  Finally, a reverse database under a tryptic digest will typically generate 

~50% of sequences whose parent mass matches precisely that of the normal peptide (if 

the flanking tryptic amino acids are the same).  While this may be useful for evaluating 
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MS/MS scoring algorithms in isolation, it suffers as a random model for use in testing the 

collective database search.
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Table 3.2  Desirable properties in a decoy DB randomization.

(*) shuffled databases can be created in a deterministic fashion, but this is not done in 
practice.

reverse shuffled
determininistic ✔ *

better model of peptide length ✔
multiple DBs possible (statistics) ✔

fewest exact matches ✔
no ion series artifacts ✔

no precursor mass matching bias ✔
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As demonstrated in this study, the difference between using reversed or shuffled 

protein sequences is generally dwarfed by other considerations (which meta-engine to use 

or  whether  to  use  a  separate  or  concatenated  search).   Still,  seemingly  significant 

differences can arise.  For instance Percolator with a reversed DB search is often anti-

conservative in its error estimate and PeptideProphet tends to fail more often and worse 

with a reverse DB decoy (-d) search.  Nonetheless, when looking at the recall and FIRA 

at 99 and 95% precision there is little difference on average between the two approaches 

(Table 3.3).  This suggests that for large-scale identifications the choice of shuffled or 

reversed DB probably bears little significance.
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Table 3.3  Reverse vs. shuffled precision/recall at typical cutoffs.

The average number of hits reported by SBV at 99 and 95% precision and the actual 
precision (judged by SBV) of all methods depending on amino acid randomization 
technique.  Included are PeptideProphet, Percolator, and stringent filtering methods 
across the variety of DB styles for both scx and orbi datasets and the orbi 'no enzyme' 
search.  The difference between shuffle and reversed DB searches is very small on 
average.

% diff % diff

99
reverse 11678 0.0072 0.98853 0.00049

shuffle 11763 0.98804

95
reverse 14633 0.0078 0.96647 0.00104

shuffle 14747 0.96547

precision 
(%)

m ean num  hits 
(by SBV)

mean 
precision (by 

sbv)
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CONCLUSIONS

We have implemented a simple procedure to use biases in sample composition to 

calculate false identification rates, termed sample bias validation.  In this study, we used 

a  small  sample  of  5  validation  methods  based  on  transmembrane  helix  content, 

unexpected amino acids (cysteine containing peptides), and protein abundance to gauge 

the false identification rate accuracy for filtering, PeptidProphet, and Percolator.  

We note that these were performed on SEQUEST search results and recognize 

that different scoring methodologies may behave differently under the same target-decoy 

search strategy (Fitzgibbon  et al. 2008).  Also, different samples, mass spectrometers, 

protein sequence databases and search scenarios could potentially alter  some of these 

conclusions.  With that disclaimer, we may still draw conclusions from our analysis of 

MS runs from both high and low accuracy instruments on a moderately sized proteome. 

We have  focused  on  general  practices;  a  full  exploration  of  the  causes  behind  each 

observation of recall or accuracy is beyond the scope of this paper.

  We measured the performance of different methodologies to recover the most 

number of correct hits (independent of that method's assessment of error) and its accuracy 

in estimating error rate (FIRA).  Under a variety of DB search conditions, Percolator 

consistently  gave  the  best  (or  near  best)  results.   Larger  DB  sizes  (or  'no  enzyme' 

searches) increased the utility of PeptideProphet to be comparable to Percolator.  Brute 

force  filtering  (i.e,  stringent  filtering)  of  basic  parameters  performed  as  well  as 

PeptideProphet at its worst, but was typically overshadowed by the meta-engines.  It is 

possible that the consideration of tryptic termini and missed cleavages would boost these 

filtering results, but it seems unlikely they would outstrip Percolator or PeptideProphet.
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Error estimates for all methods were most dependent on whether the search was 

performed against a concatenated or separate DB.  As the authors speculate, Percolator 

generally  performs  best  (both  recall  and  FIRA)  with  a  separate  DB  search,  but  its 

calculations were generally resilient to DB type.  Filtering methods tended to give the 

most accurate error estimates with a concatenated search, although a separate search can 

be  considered  a  conservative  alternative  since  the  dramatic  difference  between  these 

searches  is  not  fully  realized  until  the  lower  precision  regions  (<  95%  precision). 

PeptideProphet can run without a decoy DB, but it also performs better (due to better 

precision estimates) when given a decoy DB.  The two new PeptideProphet searches 

relying  on  explicit  use  of  decoy  matches  performed  very  differently.   The  semi-

parametric  search  was  typically  as  good  or  better  than  a  normal  search,  and  it  was 

comparable  to  an  implicit  decoy  search.   The  semi-parametric  search  can  be 

recommended for its other useful attributes as well (i.e., use with smaller data sets).  The 

alternative parametric search with explicit decoy data tended to perform slightly worse 

than other PeptideProphet methods and often much worse (apparently due to glitches in 

the fval modeling that tosses out hits).  

Filtering methods tended to give best performance with a traditional concatenated 

DB search.  The searches performed as if they were from a concatenated DB (whether 

they were searched on one or not) tended to give the best recall.  A separate search then 

analyzed as a concatenated search tends to give the highest intrinsic recall of correct hits, 

but  it  also  errs  anti-conservatively  in  its  error  estimates.   For  filtering,  then,  we 

recommend  a  traditional  concatenated  DB  search.   A  separate  search  is  probably 

preferable only if a very conservative precision estimate is desired.

DB  size  is  another  critical  factor  in  error  estimates  and  total  recall.   Error 

estimates typically improve as DB size increases (the addition of multiple shuffled DBs is 
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very useful here) although at some point this tends to depress total recall (albeit precision 

remains high).  

It can be difficult to validate the results of large-scale studies, and SBV is not 

immune to this difficulty.  However, the analyses performed here relied on 5 distinct 

calculations of error rates (of 3 fundamentally different types) all of which are expected 

to be immune to the homology problem that plagues decoy DB approaches.  While some 

unique biases may be present in each of these validation methods, the mean error rate is 

expected to be of high confidence.  We find implicit confirmation of the accuracy of SBV 

in the study examining the influence of DB size on error estimates―as decoy DB size 

grows, so too do the error estimates converge to that determined by SBV.

On average there appears to be no significant difference between the use of a 

shuffled and reversed DB as measured by SBV.  That is not to say that some statistical 

difference does not exist (our unpublished work suggests a statistical difference), but that 

further work would be necessary to definitively establish which is more accurate.  Given 

their similarity, we do recommend, however, the use of a shuffled DB based on other 

desirable properties.

The slightly elevated z-scores across many varieties may be evidence supporting 

the reasoning of Choi et al. that homology in peptide matches will cause underestimated 

error rates by the target-decoy DB search strategy (Choi & Nesvizhskii 2008b).  Since it 

is  robust  to  the  homology  problem in  decoy  search  strategies,  SBV can  provide  an 

ultimate answer as to the correct methodology to use amongst competing target-decoy 

search strategies.  And because it lends independent error rates, it can be used to compare 

competing search engines and meta-tools

SBV is relatively simple to implement and use.  Still, the most direct method for 

establishing error rates is the target-decoy search strategy.  SBV may be most useful, 
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therefore, in the 'calibration' of methods relying on the target-decoy approach.  Several 

groups have developed methods which rely on precursor mass and retention times to 

establish peptide identities.  For these, decoy search strategies provide no relevant error 

estimates,  while  SBV is  still  applicable.   Thus,  SBV  should  prove  highly  useful  to 

MS/MS-less peptide/protein identification error rate estimates and can provide validation 

and/or calibration for target-decoy or distribution based error estimate methods.

METHODS

MS runs

The sample here referred to as 'scx' is 12 strong cation exchange (SCX) fractions 

of  a  yeast  soluble  fraction  run  on  an  LCQ,  downloaded  from  Peptide  Atlas 

('Comp12vs12standSCX',  peptide  atlas  sample  accession:  PAe000125) (Desiere  et  al. 

2006).  The sample termed 'orbi' is an in-house analysis of 4 SCX salt fractions of a yeast 

soluble  lysate  run  on  an  LTQ-Orbitrap.   The  raw  data  is  deposited  in  the  Open 

Proteomics Database as opd00107_YEAST which contains a description of the sample 

handling and mass spectrometer settings, normal sequest search paramters, as well as the 

normal (forward) yeast fasta DB used in this study (SCall_20060414_clean.fasta).  Both 

samples were selected for their large sizes and total number of PSMs.

DB Search Parameters

 scx was searched using Bioworks 3.2 with DTA generation parameters of 15 

minimum ion threshold, 10000 intensity threshold, 1.4 amu precursor tolerance, and mass 

range of  400 to  4500 da.   SEQUEST was also performed with  1.4  dalton  precursor 

tolerance.  orbi was searched using Bioworks 3.3.1.  DTA generation was performed with 

5 min ion threshold, 100 intensity threshold, 50.00 ppm precursor tolerance and mass 

range of 300 to 4500 da.  SEQUEST search was performed with 25 ppm precursor mass 
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tolerance.  Both samples were searched with 1.0 dalton fragment ion tolerance and KR/P 

tryptic  enzyme.   The search was performed without  a  cysteine  static  modification to 

enable searching by incorrect amino acid. 

The various databases searched in this study were created with  fasta_shaker.rb 

from mspire.  mspire ensures that the SEQUEST precursor mass tolerance parameter is 

enforced on the .srf results (which lists all hits within the DTA Generation cutoff); it 

recalculates hit ranks and raw deltacn values based on this filtering.  

Sample bias validation

Error rate determination was performed using mspire versions 0.2.9 through 0.3.9.

Amino  acid  validation  (cysteine):  We  performed  a  search  for  unmodified 

cysteines on the orbi sample (which was not protected) and also on the scx sample (which 

was protected).  The presence of a cysteine containing peptide would not be expected in 

our search results  since it  would typically be oxidized (environmentally or through a 

protection step).  In addition to the generic method discussed below for determining the 

background frequency, a separate method to more closely approximate actual peptide 

lengths was implemented.  This uses the frequency of cysteine in the fasta database to 

probabilistically estimate the number of peptides expected to contain 1 or more cysteines 

given peptides of the same sizes as those being queried.  With a cysteine frequency f and 

a collection of peptides, each with a length given by length(pep), the expected number of 

cysteine containing peptides is: ∑ 1−1−f length pep 

Transmembrane validation (toppred and phobius): Toppred (Claros & von Heijne 

1994) and Phobius (Kall et al. 2007b) were run with default settings for transmembrane 

sequence prediction.  A method to ignore peptides which span the actual helix (at a given 

percent  overlap)  was  implemented  but  not  used  in  this  study  because  it  had  little 
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influence on predictions (Appendix Figure S3.4) and required significantly more time to 

compute.

Abundance Bias (mRNA and protein): supplemental data from Lu et al. (Lu et al. 

2007) was modified to give molecules/cell  of  mRNA and protein for yeast grown in 

YPD.  Of the three measurements, the average of  ≥ 2 readings was included in each of 

the protein abundance and the mRNA abundance validation set.  Proteins with  ≥ 3000 

and mRNA with  ≥ 1 molecules per cell  were used.   Entries were removed from the 

mRNA (4 entries) and protein (2 entries) set if they were not found in the fasta database 

being used.

For all validation methods, in the event that a peptide was found in both indicator 

and non-indicator pools the peptide was labeled a non-indicator since its identification in 

the sample is consistent with assumptions about sample content.  In future work, this 

edge case could be modeled with greater accuracy.  

Determining contaminating indicators

'Contaminating'  indicators are  those violating initial  assumptions about  sample 

content.   In this  study,  they all  correspond to a correct PSM (e.g.,  a correct hit  of  a 

peptide from a protein with fewer than 3000 molecules per cell).  To determine indicator 

contaminants  with filtering,  50 filters  of increasing stringency were created by linear 

interpolation between reasonable ranges of values: xcorr(+1) [0, 4.0], xcorr(+2) [0, 5.0], 

xcorr(+3)  [0,  6.5],  deltacn  [0,  0,8],  ppm (low mass  accuracy)  [1500,  0]  (high  mass 

accuracy) [20, 0] (ppm = parts per million).

Deltacn was originally defined as the normalized difference between xcorrs of the 

PSM in question and the top match for that spectrum.  Here, we use the modified form of 

deltacn used by Thermo's Bioworks software (top hit's deltacn is that of the 2nd best hit 
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rather than 0.  The other hits take the deltacn of their following hits.  The last hit is given 

a value of 1.1).  PeptideProphet also uses this scheme for its top hit (deltacnstar being 

flagged for a top ranking hit with no second best hit) while .sqt files (used by Percolator) 

were created using the original definition.

For PeptideProphet and Percolator analyses, hits were rank ordered from best to 

worst by probability and q-value respectively.

Plotting the fraction of  indicator  peptides  to  total  hits  produces  a  plot  with a 

plateau  region  as  increasing  stringency  results  in  the  removal  of  all  false  matching 

indicator matches.  By manual inspection, a range of values corresponding to this plateau 

region was selected for each analysis.  The minimum was then selected in this range and 

a 3 point average (corresponding to about 400 hits) in the case of filtering or 400 hit 

average for Percolator and Prophet was calculated as the final fraction of contaminating 

indicator peptides to total hits.  This procedure allows some flexibility in determining the 

contaminating indicator fraction for each type of analysis and each individual validation 

method while still constraining the result to sensible regions.

Determining the frequency of indicator peptides among false hits

The background frequency of indicator peptides among false hits can be estimated 

in two ways.  For this study we:took the 3rd - 10th hits (the 'bad' SEQUEST hits) for each 

spectra being searched (on a normal search performed without decoys) and used those 

hits to calculate the frequency of indicator peptides observed.  This has the advantage of 

modeling closely the peptide length distributions of the peptides.  The background can 

also  be  estimated by  taking  peptides  from an  in  silico  digestion  of  the  normal  fasta 

database that mirrors the search parameters (e.g., min peptide length) used in the DB 
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search.  This can be somewhat problematic in closed search engines because it is not 

possible to verify that the digestion was performed identically.

Validation set

The final set of validators used for precision/recall (PR) and error estimates all 

relied  on  'bad'  SEQUEST  hits  to  estimate  the  indicators  among  false  hits  with  the 

exception  of  one  cysteine  validator  which  used  a  probabilistic  calculation  (described 

previously).  Although written to use Toppred transmembrane predictions, after analysis 

of the peptide indicator plots and some preliminary PR curves, we decided to toss out the 

toppred validator for this study based on several factors: its signal exhibited far more 

noise than any other validator in background PR plots and very often it exhibited one of 

the  most  non-horizontal  slopes  in  the  plateau  region  indicating  that  the  underlying 

assumption that the fraction of indicator peptides remains constant throughout the range 

of hits  was in violation (see Appendix Figure S3.5).   Also,  since the transmembrane 

validators demonstrated the least utility (as judged by having the smallest differential in 

background plots between all hits and high confidence hits) we tossed the worst out to 

perform a  crude  weighting  of  the  validators  that  would  reflect  their  utility.   Finally, 

tossing it out helped to relieve some of the computational burden of the calculation (time 

and  memory).   We  also  tested  the  use  of  different  cutoffs  for  the  number  of 

transmembrane helices and decided on ≥ 1 transmembrane because it gave the highest 

differential  between  low  confidence  and  high  confidence  hits.   The  final  set  used, 

representing a very small (and admittedly less than perfect) sample of validators were: 

cysteine (with 'bad' SEQUEST hits), cysteine (with probabilistic estimates), abundance 

bias  (  >  1  mRNA),  abundance  bias  (  >  3000  proteins),  transmembrane  (  ≥ 1 

transmembrane helix as predicted by Phobius).   The z-score measure used in several 
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figures represents the number of standard deviations a particular method's error estimate 

is from the mean of these validator's error estimates.  We note that our collection of SBV 

methods fail as a true random sample by including two validators relying on the same 

indicating factor (cysteine containing peptides) and two validators relying on the same 

kind of validation (abundance).  Nonetheless, this particular distribution of validators (2 

amino  acid,  2  abundance,  1  transmembrane)  is  desirable  because  it  roughly  weights 

validators in proportion to their resolving power.

Filtering and meta engines

1000 random filters were prepared by taking a random cutoff for each parameter 

within the ranges specified for the 50 stringency filters described above. 

'Stringent filters': in order to maximize the precision/recall of the filtering method, 

a  more  productive  search  of  the  parameter  space  (an  additional  1000  filters)  was 

conducted by creating a  new set  of  randomized filters  where  the range of  parameter 

values used were extracted from the range of parameters producing 95 and 99% precision 

for the scx and orbi samples.  The ranges used were: xcorr(+1) [1.0, 3.2], xcorr(+2) [1.4, 

3.5], xcorr(+3) [1.5, 5.0], deltacn [0, 0.5], ppm (low mass accuracy) [1500, 800] (high 

mass accuracy) [20, 6].  In addition, this set was constrained such that increasing charge 

state xcorr filters had to be greater than or equal to the stringency of the filters for lower 

charge states (e.g., for charge states +1, +2, and +3 or more, [1.4, 1.8, 2.3] would be valid 

while [1.6, 2.0, 1.9] would not be valid because the cutoff at the +3 charge state is lower 

than the +2 cutoff).

We calculate the target FIR rather than the total FIR (Fitzgibbon et al. 2008) on 

searches performed together in these studies since we interested in (and only capable of 

testing) the FIR among target sequences.
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Percolator (v1.02, 32bit, linux) was run on meta files so that separate salt steps in 

each MS experiment could be searched together.  The mspire executable  srf_to_sqt.rb 

was used to convert raw .srf files into .sqt files.  Up to 10 total hits per DTA file were 

used.

The mspire executable bioworks_to_pepxml.rb was used to create PepXML files 

from raw .srf files (with search parameters enforced) to feed into the TransProteomic 

Pipeline (v3.4 SQUALL rev.0, Build 200711271744).  While recent pepXML versions 

allow multiple search hits per spectra, PeptideProphet currently ignores all but the top hit. 

Thus, only the top hit (by xcorr) was fed into PeptideProphet analyses.

Other  Precision  Estimates.  At  any  point  among  an  ordered  (descending) 

collection of  Peptide or  Protein Prophet  probability  scores  a  FIR can be determined: 

∑ 1−probability /n  where n is the number of hits being summed.  If PeptideProphet 

was run against a set of matches that includes decoy hits but not made aware of their 

presence (an 'implicit' decoy search), the target precision (Ψnodecoy) at any given hit can be 

determined from the total  precision ( ) adjusted by the ratio  of  decoy to  target  hitsΨ  

searched ( ) (as derived in Appendix Figure S3.6): θ

Thus, Ψnodecoy is 1  the − target FIR while  isΨ  1 − the total FIR.  Of course, explicit use of 

the decoy option with PeptideProphet (whether parametric or semi-parametric) obviates 

the need for this calculation.  For Percolator, precision is simply 1  the q-value of the−  

PSM.

Precision/Recall and z-score plots.  

Targeted precision he highest number of hits passing a 99 or 95% precision (the 

'apparent' precision as determined by the method in question) was used to determine the 
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recall  of  that  method.   The  'actual'  recall  of  the  method  (as  judged  by  SBV)  was 

determined by using the SBV estimate of precision to find the highest number of hits 

passing the cutoff.  SBV was then used to find the 'actual' precision for the hits recalled 

by a method at its 99 or 95% precision level.
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Chapter 4:  Mass spectrometry proteomics in Ruby (mspire)

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of mass spectrometry (MS) proteomics data is challenging on many 

fronts.   Data  sets  are  complex,  with  information  spanning  multi-level  hierarchies  of 

diverse data  and file  types.   MS proteomics  data  sets  are  also very large―it   is  not 

uncommon  to  deal  with  files  of  near  gigabyte  size.   Computational  access  to  MS 

proteomics data is increasing with the advent of standardized formats such as mzXML 

(Pedrioli  et al. 2004) and mzAnalysis (Orchard  et al. 2004) (refer to Figure 4.1 for a 

schematic glossary of terms) and repositories such as PeptideAtlas (Desiere et al. 2006) 

and  PRIDE  (Jones  et  al.  2006),  but  its  analysis  remains  daunting.   Strongly  typed 

languages (e.g., C/C++, Java) are well suited to resource intensive computational tasks, 

but less so for exploring landscapes of computational possibilities, especially over such 

varied terrain as is found in MS proteomics.  Scripting languages (e.g., Python, Perl and 

Ruby) are ideal for quick prototyping and the exploration of new ideas but can be too 

slow or memory inefficient for large data sets.  Thus, a need exists for scripting language 

tools capable of dealing with the size and complexity of MS proteomics data.
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Figure 4.1  Schematic glossary of terms.

This glossary contains definitions of acronymns, software, and file formats used in this 
work.  The definitions are arranged according to a common workflow for MS proteomics 
analysis, going from the acquisition of spectra to database searching and finally the 
determination of a false identification rate.
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Spectra

File formats:
.raw – Thermo's proprietary, raw, binary 
output format
.mzXML – Institute for Systems Biology open 
format, the first generic, open, widely used 
format.  Versions 1 & 2 are in wide use.  
Version 3 exists but is not widely used.
.mzData – Proteomics Standards Initiative 
(PSI) open, generic format.  Only one version 
is currently in wide use (1.05).
.mzML – the merger of mzXML and mzData 
(still under development).

Acronymns:
PSM – peptide spectral match.  Pairing of one 
spectra to one peptide (usually at one charge 
state).

Search engines (mentioned in this work):
SEQUEST – algorithm used by Thermo's 
Bioworks software that uses a normalized 
cross-correlation function to match spectra.
Mascot  – probabilistic score based search 
engine.  Sold by Bruker Daltonics.
Phenyx – Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics 
(SIB) probabilistic based search engine sold 
by GeneBio.

File formats (output by search engines):
.out – SEQUEST search output file.  Text file 
that contains PSMs for each spectra searched 
(1 per dta file).
.dta – SEQUEST data file.  Contains a 
precursor mass, charge state, and MS/MS 
spectrum in text format.  The spectrum may 
represent an average of several raw spectra.
.srf – sequest results file.  A binary format 
containing roughly the same information as a 
collection of .out and .dta files.  This is 
Bioworks default output format.

File formats (input for Meta engines):
.sqt – sequest file (pr. “squat”). Input (and 
output) format for Percolator.  Percolator 
embeds its results in this format by changing 
the meaning of some columns.  Roughly 
equivalent to a group of .out files.  As the 
name suggests, this format is SEQUEST 
specific.
pepXML – PeptideProphet input file. Also 
roughly equivalent to a group of .out files, 
however, the format is tailored less to 
SEQUEST results as it is also meant to store 
results from other search engines.
mzAnalysis -  proposed PSI format for 
database search results (and much more).

Database Searching

Acronyms and terms:
FIR – false identification rate (acronym used in 
this work).  Equivalent to FDR.  The number of 
incorrect hits as a fraction of the total hits in 
question.
FDR – false discovery rate.  Used by 
Peptide/Protein Prophet.  see FIR.
q-value – statistically estimated FIR pegged 
to the lowest scoring single hit of the group.  
Used by Percolator.

Meta engines:  determine false identification 
fates of groups of spectra.
PeptideProphet  – originally used implicit 
detection of false PSMs through 
parameterized distribution modeling.  Can now 
use explicit decoy database search in a semi-
parameterized or parameterized search.  
Emits a probability for each PSM and a total 
false discovery rate at a given probability.
ProteinProphet  – creates protein probailities 
from PeptideProphet's PSM probabilities.
Percolator  – uses support vector machines 
(SVMs) to determine FIRs.
SBV – Sample Bias Validation.  Uses known 
biases in sample constitution to estimate 
FIRs.

File formats (output by Meta engines):
.xml – PeptideProphet results file.  This is a 
single pepXML file of all hit results with an 
added PeptideProphet probability.
-prot.xml  – ProteinProphet results file.

False Identification Rates



Ruby is a full featured programming language created with inspiration from Perl, 

Python, Smalltalk, and Lisp.  It is thoroughly object oriented and very consistent in its 

design―its creator adhering to the principle of 'least  surprise'  (An Interview with the 

Creator  of  Ruby).   Ruby's  design  encourages the use of  blocks  and closures,  adding 

flexibility and elegance to programming style.  Though it has been gaining in popularity 

for some time, it has seen significant increases in use recently due to the web framework 

'Ruby on Rails' (About Ruby).  Ruby is a powerful programming language, but it is also 

easy  to  learn  (Hackety  Hack:  the  Coder's  Starter  Kit)  making  it  a  natural  first 

programming language for budding bioinformaticians.  And, because it retains many of 

the useful idioms from Perl (e.g., the '=~' operator and /<regexp>/ for regular expressions 

and push, pop, shift, unshift for arrays), Perl programmers looking for a more consistent, 

object oriented language will likely find the transition to Ruby enjoyable.

Ruby does  not  have the  same degree of  support  for  scientific  computation as 

Python (e.g.,  NumPy and PyLab) but  is building significant momentum in this  arena 

(SciRuby: Interesting Projects).  Besides the work presented here, a search of Rubyforge 

(the  central  repository  for  Ruby projects)  yields  no  packages  in  proteomics  or  mass 

spectrometry  (Rubyforge).   In  this  work  we  describe  'mspire'  (mass  spectrometry 

proteomics in Ruby), a Ruby package dedicated to supporting MS proteomics analysis 

with the hope that it will significantly reduce the barrier of entry for developers, supply 

end users with useful tools, and add to Ruby's growing scientifically useful repertoire.

Thermo's linear ion trap (LTQ) and fourier  transform mass spectrometers (the 

Orbitrap  and  fourier  transform  ion  cyclotron  resonance  [FTICR])  are  becoming  the 

instruments of choice for large scale proteomics investigations due to their high sampling 

speed and excellent sensitivity (Elias  et al. 2005).  Mspire is currently geared towards 

support  of  the Bioworks software package Thermo's  database search software (built―  
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around  SEQUEST)  sold  in  support  of  their  mass  spectrometers.   However,  it  also 

supports generic MS spectra and spectra identification formats and places an emphasis on 

downstream  analysis  and  file  formats  stemming  from  this  source,  especially  false 

identification rate determination.

A few libraries/tools exist for working with MS proteomics data outside of Ruby. 

The  most  germane  is  InSilicoSpectro,  an  open  source  library  written  in  Perl  for 

"implementing  recurrent  computations  that  are  necessary  for  proteomics  data 

analysis" (Colinge  et al. 2006).  While there is some overlap with the work described 

here (e.g., in silico protein digestion), that library is currently geared towards the support 

of Phenyx and Mascot search engines (Colinge et al. 2006).  Another relevant project is 

the  ProteomeCommons.org  IO  framework,  which  has  the  ability  to  read/write  and 

convert common data formats (Falkner et al. 2007).  However, this library is written in 

Java and does not provide any higher level language tools for dealing with these formats.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mspire is  a software package for working with mass spectrometry proteomics 

data.  Figure 4.2 outlines the functions it currently performs.  While it currently provides 

the highest level of support for Thermo's Bioworks software, subsets of functionality are 

certainly applicable to other platforms.
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Figure 4.2  Overview of mspire functionality.

Mspire gives developers the ability to work with MS data across the mass spectrometry 
analysis pipeline and provides useful tools for end-users.  Colored boxes represent 
software state or actions.  Italics indicate a file format, or if boxed then software objects. 
Blue colored boxes represent third party software while magenta colored boxes show 
features of mspire.  Black arrows represent input/output independent of mspire while red 
arrows indicate input/output performed by mspire.  (Top left) fasta_shaker.rb offers 
alternative methods for fasta database shuffling for use in false identification rate 
determination.  (Mid left) MS::MSRun is a unified data format for working with LC-
MS/MS data sets, regardless of file format.  (Top middle) raw spectral data and a fasta 
database are fed into a database search engine which produces PSMs in an srf binary file. 
Mspire extracts information from the srf file and presents PSMs via a simple interface 
(and access to the full, underlying data structures).  (Right) These objects can be 
converted into the sqt or pepXML file formats for downstream processing, or they can be 
filtered with common SEQUEST filtering parameters.  After filtering or analysis with 
Peptide/Protein Prophet of Percolator, false identification rates can be summarized and 
supplemented using SBV (sample bias validation).

raw spectra
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DB search
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Arrayclass for quick object creation and low memory footprint

Scripting languages typically represent objects as hash tables in memory.  This 

allows great flexibility in working with their attributes (constant time addition or deletion 

in heap memory) but consumes much more memory than low-level language stack based 

objects (such as a C struct).  MS proteomics data often consists of millions of records and 

storing each of these as a hash based object can easily exceed available system memory. 

Ruby allows a user to inherit from any class, so we created a class factory (Arrayclass) 

which creates subclasses of Array based on desired attributes (see Arrayclass).  These 

Arrayclass based objects have a total memory footprint essentially identical to a Ruby 

Array which is approximately 6, 3, and 2 times less than the typical Ruby hash-based, 

ArrayFields, or Struct based object (see Table 4.1 'with GC').  Arrayclass based objects 

are also instantiated rapidly (see Table 4.2).  Arrayclass based classes can be subclassed 

and attributes added or deleted.  A user can interact with an Arrayclass based object 

through the use of traditional getters and setters or one can manipulate its data as if it 

were a Ruby array (though methods that would change the structure of the object are 

undefined).   The  mspire  package  makes  extensive  use  of  Arrayclass  based  objects 

whenever large numbers of objects are likely to be created.
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Table 4.1  Memory use to instantiate Ruby objects.

GC = garbage collection.  Objects were instantiated with a seven member array until the 
system began to write to swap, and memory and time to create each object were 
calculated.  Arrayclass has roughly the same memory footprint as an Array, less than any 
other Ruby object tested.

Table 4.2  Speed to instantiate Ruby objects.

Average time (in seconds) to instantiate an object with a seven member array.  GC = 
garbage collection.  The two GC tests calculate the time while filling up all available 
system RAM while the speed column measures average time to make 500,000 objects. 
Bold numbers indicate the fastest initiated object besides an array.  Arrayclass derived 
objects are initiated roughly as quickly as the Struct based objects (Ruby's built-in low-
memory object) during allocation.  When considering GC cleanup time for the objects, 
however, Arrayclass based objects have less overhead and are therefore faster.

(byte/object) (μ sec/object)

class avg stdev avg stdev

G
C

 d
is

a
b
le

d

class  (type 1) 591.1 0.29 13.8 0.48

class  (type 2) 591.8 1.96 14.3 0.66

Array 360.6 0.06 9.3 0.30

ArrayClass 360.8 0.12 11.8 0.28

ArrayFields 555.3 1.02 15.8 0.89

Struct 452.6 0.32 10.8 0.35

w
it

h
 G

C
class  (type 1) 296.9 2.27 39.5 0.71

class  (type 2) 294.7 3.41 42.1 2.27

Array 49.5 0.32 14.8 0.52

ArrayClass 49.1 1.90 17.2 0.29

ArrayFields 162.5 1.21 65.6 1.48

Struct 88.6 1.46 26.9 1.60

w ith GC GC disabled speed

avg stdev avg stdev avg stdev

Array 14.8 0.52 9.3 0.30 1.01 0.01

Struct 26.9 1.60 10.8 0.35 1.49 0.02

ArrayClass 17.2 0.29 11.8 0.28 1.68 0.06

class (type 1) 39.5 0.71 13.8 0.48 2.22 0.07

class (type 2) 42.1 2.27 14.3 0.66 2.33 0.04

ArrayFields 65.6 1.48 15.8 0.89 2.71 0.07
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Reading MS proteomics data formats.

Ruby's standard library comes with the versatile xml parser, REXML.  However, 

REXML can be far too slow when reading the very large XML files generated in MS 

proteomics.   Two  widely  used  parsers  built  in  C/C++  have  bindings  in  Ruby. 

XMLParser  has  bindings  to  the  speedy  Expat  parser  (on  which  Perl's  XML::Parser 

module is also built).  LibXml is a Ruby library with bindings to libxml2, a full featured 

xml binding library with read/write capabilities.  Because of its versatility and read/write 

capabilities, LibXml is a natural choice for using with MS data.  Mspire was written to 

support LibXml, but unpredictable segmentation faults (the Ruby binding implementation 

has been historically buggy; efforts are now being made to solved these issues (libxml-

ruby-0.5.2 release)) prompted the use of an alternative.  We created AXML (AXML), a 

document object model (DOM) style wrapper around XMLParser, which implements a 

subset of LibXml functionality.  In this way, mspire uses LibXml compatible code with 

either  XMLParser  or  LibXml  bindings  (whichever  are  present).   The  XML formats 

described in this section and those used for spectral identifications (i.e., pepXML and 

ProteinProphet output) all use this AXML/LibXML DOM parser.

The two most  common formats  for  MS proteomics spectral  data  are  mzXML 

(Pedrioli et al. 2004) and mzData (Orchard et al. 2005).  Mspire parses mzXML (version 

1 and 2) and mzData (v. 1.05) formats into a single object format that makes working 

with liquid chromatography (LC) MS and MS/MS runs simple.  Figure 4.3A shows the 

basic class hierarchy beneath the MSRun class (the container class for a generic MS run) 

and Figure 4.3B demonstrates a  simple 'use case'  for using these objects  with Ruby. 

Though this object model may not capture all possible MS configurations (e.g., matrix 

assisted  laser  desorption  ionization  plates  are  not  supported),  it  captures  typical  LC-
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MS/MS proteomics  experiments.   These  classes  can  easily  be  extended  or  modified 

(Ruby can allow 3rd party code to directly modify classes) to suit other uses.
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Figure 4.3  MSRun object model and 'use case'.

A) The diamond represents composition.  Lines represent associations.  0..* means that zero or more of 
these objects are contained in the associated object and 1..* means one or more.  An MSRun is composed 
of scans, which are in turn composed of spectra.  Each scan may be associated with zero or more 
precursors.  Each precursor is associated with one parent scan.  B) Line 3: An MSRun object can also be 
instantiated without parsing or storing spectra for faster and more memory efficient use.  Line 4: Typical 
instantiation (includes spectra).  Note that either mzXML or mzData files can be input.  Line 6: accessing 
the total number of scans [equivalent to scan_count(0)].  Line 7: number of MS scans.  Line 8: number of 
MS/MS scans.  Line 9: retrieves the start and end m/z values for all MS/MS scans (this function will 
determine these values even if the underlying XML run information does not contain it).  Line 11: a Ruby 
block that selects only MS/MS scans.  Line 13-16: the scans are mapped to intensities; the block 
(designated between the 'do' and 'end' receives the scan object and returns the value of the last line which is 
collected as an array (list_of_intensities).  Line 14-15: objects calls are chained to easily move between the 
precursor and a spectrum method call.
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require 'ms/msrun'

run_no_spectra = MS::MSRun.new("myrun.mzXML", :spectra => false)  
run = MS::MSRun.new("myrun.mzData") 

run.scan_count     
run.scan_count(1)
run.scan_count(2)
run.start_and_end_mz(2)

msms_scans = run.scans.select {|scan| scan.ms_level == 2 }

list_of_intensities = msms_scans.map  do |scan|
  prc = scan.precursors.first
  prc.parent.spectrum.intensity_at_mz(prc.mz)
end

A

B



Bioworks SEQUEST Results Files (srf)

Until  the  last  few years,  default  SEQUEST output  was  a  single  file  for  each 

spectrum (.dta file) and its resulting SEQUEST matches (.out file).  While adequate for 

small  to  mid-scale  proteomics  identifications,  they are  awkward when used for  large 

scale runs.  These files consume large amounts of memory (files are smaller than typical 

file memory node sizes and are very redundant) (McDonald et al. 2004) and can be very 

difficult to work with, since file operations on millions of files are very time consuming. 

Starting with Bioworks 3.2, SEQUEST identification searches output SEQUEST results 

files (.srf files).  Output in this format increases the speed of SEQUEST searches (less 

file creation time), decreases memory consumption (files are stored in binary format and 

are  factored  in  information),  and  are  simple  to  use  in  file  system  operations. 

Unfortunately,  since  the  output  is  binary,  accessing  its  contents  can  be  difficult  and 

downstream analysis tools do not currently support this input format.

We created a reader for .srf files using the Ruby 'unpack' function.  It extracts 

spectral  information  (equivalent  information  to  a  .dta  file)  and  SEQUEST  results 

(equivalent  to  .out  information)  although  it  currently  does  not  extract  Bioworks 

peptide/protein probabilities.  The time to read and process the file and to create objects is 

small  (see  Table  4.3),  in  part  because  data  is  unpacked  directly  in  sequence  into 

Arrayclass based objects where possible.  Finally, the reader does not rely on any vendor 

software libraries and therefore is also cross-platform.
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Table 4.3  Time to read PSM information from SEQUEST results.

Two srf files and the equivalent Bioworks multiconsensus view XML output were parsed 
with the mspire srf reader and with the Ruby standard library XML parser, REXML.  The 
xml file contains only a subset of the information contained in the srf files, as shown by 
the compressed data sizes.  Mspire is also parsing spectral information which is not 
contained in the xml file.  While the file formats are different, the data here offer a good 
comparison of mspire's speed against another parsing mode.

mspire REXML
file(s) srf xml

total file size (MB) 22 8.8
compressed file size (MB) 7.2 0.62

read (sec) - 121.6
traverse (sec) - 347.3

total (sec) 3.6 468.9
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Figure 4.4  Mspire spectra identification input/output formats.

The srf reader unpacks binary data directly into Arrayclass based objects for speed and 
low memory usage (green).  These objects can be used directly or output to different 
formats for downstream processing.  Red arrows represent mspire readers/writers. 
Readers are tailored to each individual file format while also including/implementing the 
SpecID, SpecID::Pep, and SpecID::Prot modules for a unified interface.

out_object[0,10] = string.unpack('@64Ex8ex12eeIx14Ivvvx8Z*@240Z*')

SQT
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(Peptide/Protein Prophet)
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Reading and writing spectral identification formats

Even when derived from the same upstream data source, formats for working with 

spectra identifications can vary widely.  We designed readers and writers for common 

downstream spectra identification software formats for SEQUEST based data.  Figure 4.4 

depicts  the  different  spectra  identification  input/output  formats  of  which  mspire  is 

capable.  We have written convertors to output pepXML files (e.g., for Trans-Proteomic 

Pipeline  (Keller  et  al.  2005))  and  SQT  format  (McDonald  et  al.  2004),  (e.g.,  for 

DTASelect (Tabb  et al. 2002) and Percolator (Kall  et al. 2007)) from its input.  This 

allows users to take advantage of Bioworks srf output directly and downstream analytical 

tools such as Percolator and Peptide/Protein Prophet.   Files created after  downstream 

analysis  can  also be read  (Percolator  output  and  Peptide/Protein  Prophet  output)  and 

represented by similar objects as their upstream format: downstream formats are read into 

objects  identical  to  the  upstream  objects  but  that  have  been  subclassed  to  give  the 

additional information/characteristics added by the respective analytical too.  Percolator 

spectral  matches  subclass  SQT  spectral  matches  and  search  hits  with  added 

PeptideProphet probabilities subclass normal search hits.  

Readers are tailored to their respective format so that users can extract format 

specific  information easily.   At  the same time,  it  is  desirable  to  be able  to  compare 

spectral matches or protein identities across different tools.  Each set of related input files 

includes the SpecID module which contains methods for working with generic PSMs and 

protein  IDs.   For  each  reader,  PSM  and  protein  IDs  include  and  implement  the 

SpecID::Pep and SpecID::Prot  modules.   For instance,  a SpecID::Pep implements the 

attributes:  prots,  probability,  sequence,  aaseq,  and  charge;  and  contains  methods  for 

manipulating these attributes.   In this  way, users and developers can further examine 
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matches from diverse formats with a common representation all while retaining format 

specific information.

Determining false identification rates (FIRs)

In recent years it has become more common for researchers to use downstream 

(i.e.,  post-database  search)  tools  or  techniques  to  establish  false  identification  rates 

(FIRs).  The two most common are the use of a target-decoy database search (done in a 

variety of ways, see for example Moore et al. 2002; Peng et al. 2003) and PeptideProphet 

(Keller et al. 2002).  Percolator is a relative newcomer, but shows great promise for being 

able to distinguish correct and incorrect hits while giving accurate FIRs (Kall et al. 2007). 

Bioworks  software  support  for  FIR  determination  is  currently  nonexistent,  and  so 

external tools are necessary.

Mspire  supports  peptide  false  identification  rate  determination  deriving  from 

target-decoy DB searches.  Most FIR determination begins with the creation of a decoy 

DB, and fasta_shaker.rb is an mspire tool to easily create a variety of DBs: shuffled or 

reversed, concatenated or separate of fractional or multiple size (Fitzgibbon et al. 2008). 

filter_and_validate.rb supports filtering search hits based on search hit parameters (e.g., 

xcorr at different charge states, deltacn, and parts per million [ppm]) interactively or with 

a list of filtering parameters.  prob_validate.rb can use PeptideProphet probabilities to 

determine FIRs.  prob_validate.rb  also takes Percolator output.  These validation tools 

have been designed to work with sample bias validation, allowing researchers to validate 

(or confirm) FIRs using known biases in sample content.  For instance, users can use 

predicted  transmembrane  helix  content  to  determine  a  FIR  for  fractions  which  are 

enriched for soluble or insoluble proteins.  Collectively, these tools allow researchers to 
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validate their datasets in multiple ways and establish appropriate confidence thresholds. 

We hope to add support for protein identification rates in the near future.  

Other functionality

Mspire  also  has  other  functionality  useful  to  developers  and  users.   It  has 

convenience wrappers for converting batches of .RAW files into mzXML and running 

multiple-run datasets with Percolator.  Mspire can perform in silico protein digestion with 

different enzymes and missed cleavages.  It can transform spectral data into the 'lmat' 

format for OBI-Warp alignment (Prince & Marcotte 2006) and extract chromatographic 

gradient  programs  from  binary  RAW  or  method  files.   These  and  other  methods, 

executables, and scripts ease the burden of working with MS proteomics data.

Finally,  the  project  has  been  written  following  behavior  driven  development 

(BDD) practice with the RSpec package (RSpec).  Specifications for desired behavior are 

tested with examples to ensure the software is operating correctly, allowing features to be 

added  and  implementation  details  rapidly  altered  while  preserving  correct  behavior. 

These extensive examples (currently 269) also provide programmers a comprehensive 

reference for package usage. 

CONCLUSIONS

Building applications around mass spectrometry proteomics data can be difficult 

due  to  the  size  and complexity  of  its  file  formats.   Scripting  languages  allow facile 

development but suffer from speed and memory issues when dealing with large data sets. 

We have implemented the Ruby package mspire for working with MS proteomics 

data.  It features the use of a class factory of compact classes, Arrayclass, for the efficient 

data  storage  of  high  count  data  objects  with  many  array-like  features  but  also  with 

traditional object interfaces.  It has fast XML readers for the widely used mzXML and 
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mzData file formats and represents LC-MS/MS runs in a single, simplified data structure. 

It also features a reader for the Bioworks srf file format and can output and read files 

used in downstream processing.  These are parsed for file format specific information but 

implement a common interface for dealing with peptide/protein identifications.  Mspire is 

also  adept  at  finding  false  identification  rates  using  traditional  and  more  recent 

methodologies.  We expect that mspire will provide a useful foundation for developers 

and tools for end users of mass spectrometry proteomics data.

METHODS

The open source Ruby package mspire is released under an MIT style license, 

permitting commercial and non-commercial users alike nearly unrestricted usage (see the 

mspire package 'LICENSE' file for details).  It should work on any Linux/Unix system 

and Windows (under cygwin or natively).  Mspire has been tested extensively on Ubuntu 

32 and 64 bit systems and cygwin.  It can be found at http://mspire.rubyforge.org/.

Memory and speed testing for Arrayclass.  Memory testing was performed on a 

3.06 GHz Pentium IV (hyperthreaded) laptop running Ubuntu 7.10 with 2GB of memory 

using Ruby 1.8.6 and arrayfields v. 4.5.0.  Arrayclass was from libjtp v.  0.2.13.  All 

unnecessary  applications  and network interfaces  were  turned off.   Swap was flushed 

before each test and garbage collection was purposely disabled (GC.disable) or left on. 

Objects were created from the duplicate of a 7 member array of floating point numbers 

(which are still objects in Ruby) passed in as a list (for Struct and class type II objects) or 

as an array object (for all the remaining objects) depending on the type of initialization) 

until  the  system  began  to  write  to  swap  (determined  by  querying  /proc/meminfo 

[SwapCached] after the creation of every 100 objects).  Total memory consumed was 

then calculated as initial meminfo 'MemFree' less final 'MemFree' plus whatever memory 
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had been written to swap ('SwapCached').  This test was performed four times for each 

class in random order.  

The stand alone speed test was performed on a dual processor 3.2 GHz Pentium 

IV  with  2GB RAM  running  Ubuntu  7.04  and  Ruby  version  1.8.5.   Four  times  we 

measured the time of creation of 500,000 objects instantiated with a seven member array 

using  the  Benchmark.bmbm  method  (which  runs  a  rehearsal  before  performing  the 

benchmark to obviate issues with garbage collection and allocation).

Working with srf files.  A reader was created for Bioworks versions 3.2, 3.3 and 

3.3.1.   It  does not  currently  read Bioworks  peptide/protein probabilities.   In  order  to 

provide  a  comparison  for  the  speed  of  srf  parsing,  the  2nd and  3rd salt  steps  from 

opd00001_ECOLI were reanalyzed with two differential modifications on Bioworks 3.3. 

Bioworks multiconsensus view was used to combine srf results and these were exported 

as XML.  This XML export is a subset of the information found in srf files as it does not 

contain spectral information, sequest parameters, or all search hits.
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Chapter 5:  Conclusions

Improving the analysis of mass spectrometry proteomics data sets is tied to our 

ability  to  generate  biological  knowledge.   This  work  describes  new  algorithms  and 

software tools useful for the integration and validation of MS proteomics data sets.

Chromatographic alignment of MS proteomics data sets allows for the integration 

of  peptide  identities  across  expression  profiling  experiments,  significantly  boosting 

potential peptide coverage.  We developed a new algorithm, OBI-Warp, for the alignment 

of  complex  proteomics  samples.   We optimized  its  parameters  and validated  it  on a 

variety  of  different  proteomics  data  sets  chosen  to  represent  the  span  of  alignment 

scenarios.  OBI-Warp has already made an impact in the scientific community.  Our work 

has been utilized as a  foundation in the validation of other algorithms (Lange  et al. 

2007).  In slightly simplified form, the OBI-Warp algorithm has been integrated into a 

robust,  label-free  quantitation  software  package  called  CRAWDAD  (chromatogram 

retention time  alignment  and  warping for  differential  analysis  of  data)  (Finney  et  al. 

2008).   Future improvements include enhancements to OBI-Warp's  spectral  similarity 

scoring function, conversion of spectral comparisons into a probabilistic framework, and 

improved tools for multiple alignments.

The validation of  large  proteomics  datasets  is  difficult,  and  it  is  unclear  how 

competing  software  and  database  (DB)  search  paradigms  actually  compare  in  their 

estimates of false identification rates and recall capabilities.  We introduced a validation 

method, sample bias validation (SBV), that relies on known biases in sample constitution 

in order to determine peptide identification error rates independent of (and orthogonal to) 

other measures.  We used a small sample of these SBV methods to compare different 

database randomization configurations and meta-engines on large-scale data sets.  Based 
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on our study, we recommend a concatenated DB search for normal filtering by peptide hit 

parameters and a separate search for use with Percolator―which showed itself to be the 

overall best meta-engine on the samples tested.  The differences between a shuffled and 

reversed DB search were shown to be minimal in comparison to other considerations, but 

we do recommend shuffling based on other considerations.  Error estimates in SBV may 

be improved by refining the probabilistic assumptions behind the indicator frequencies 

that go into error rate determinations and by automating the determination of background 

indicator frequencies.

 Finally,  we  created  the  software  package  mspire  which  aids  developers  and 

researchers in their work with, and analysis of, MS proteomics data sets.  Mspire offers 

bridges  between  commonly  used  spectral  identification  formats  and  access  to 

downstream identification  meta-engines  and their  results.   It  features  simple,  unified 

interfaces  to  spectral  and  spectral  identification  formats  as  well  as  tools  for  false 

identification determination.  These tools lower the barrier of entry to bioinformaticians 

and  developers,  fostering  greater  community  contribution  to  the  analysis  of  MS 

proteomics data.  Support for additional search engines and file formats would serve to 

expand mspire's appeal and utility.

On to systems biology

For decades, reductionist biology has been remarkably successful at identifying 

key biological components and interactions across a host of biological conditions and in 

great  mechanistic  detail.   To  fully  appreciate,  however,  how  cells―or  even 

organisms―function as systems requires a more holistic approach.  Sauer et al. explain:

The reductionist approach...offers no convincing concepts and methods to 
comprehend how system properties emerge...A system-wide perspective (so-
called systems biology) on component interactions is required so that network 
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properties, such as a particular functional state or robustness, can be quantitatively 
understood and rationally manipulated (2007).  

Far from being a mere exercise in theory, systems biology is seen as a way of reaching 

beyond  the  failure  of  simple  'gene  to  drug'  approaches  at  producing  effective 

pharmaceuticals (Butcher et al. 2004).

The hope for systems biology perspective is primarily responsible for the desire to 

expand the scope of mass spectrometry protein identification and profiling experiments. 

The  integration  and  validation  tools  and  methodologies  presented  here  will  further 

enhance the ability of mass spectrometry-based proteomics to make major contributions 

in this promising field of study.
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Appendix

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES

Figure S3.1  Random filtering z-scores for orbi searched with 'no enzyme'.

See figure legend to Figure 3.4.
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Figure S3.2  Influence of database size on semi-parametric PeptideProphet search.

The accuracy of precision estimates diminishes as DB size increases, suggesting that the 
explicit decoy modeling by PeptideProphet requires evenly sized DBs for accurate error 
estimation.
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Figure S3.3  Influence of database size on implicit decoy PeptideProphet search.
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Figure S3.4  Determination of indicator fractions with additional TMM parameters.

Ignoring peptides that actually spanned the transmembrane helices (≥ 80% overlap) had 
little influence on the indicator signal.
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Figure S3.5  Bad Toppred indicator.

Validation using the Toppred transmembrane helix predictor often resulted in noisy plots 
that failed to exhibit a plateau region.  This indicates a potential violation of assumptions 
concerning equal frequency of indicator peptides across all hits.
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Figure S3.6  Derivation of precision estimate for implicit decoy PeptideProphet search.

Peptide prophet probabilities can be used to determine the total precision at a given hit. 
This is the derivation of a target precision (precision with no decoys) for searches with 
implicit decoy matches (decoy matches unknown as 'decoy' to Peptide Prophet).  xd = 
number of decoy hits, xe = number of embedded (hits from normal DB) false hits, FP = 
number of false positives, TP = number of true positives.
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES
99 95

db type prec type # hits # hits (SBV) # hits # hits (SBV)

orbi: STRINGENT FILTERS 
shf cat decoy HS 12896 11983 0.988 0.014 14064 15643 0.982 0.016
rev cat decoy HS 12444 11980 0.988 0.012 14045 15639 0.981 0.015
shf decoy HS 13228 11988 0.986 0.012 14306 15787 0.965 0.014
rev decoy HS 13228 11988 0.986 0.012 14306 15787 0.965 0.014
shf cat decoy 14059 11983 0.983 0.016 15622 15622 0.965 0.014
rev cat decoy 14043 11980 0.981 0.015 15613 15613 0.964 0.014
shf decoy 14220 12445 0.982 0.014 15758 15758 0.964 0.013
rev decoy 14220 11988 0.982 0.014 15753 15753 0.964 0.013
orbi: PEP PROPHET (BKG searched between 9000-10000)
normal prob 9301 12276 0.998 0.001 14158 15190 0.969 0.011
shf cat prob -d 7814 12199 1.000 0.000 11756 14703 0.992 0.004
rev cat prob -d 8486 12656 0.999 0.002 12815 15970 0.989 0.005
shf cat prob -d SP 12474 12946 0.991 0.002 15144 16258 0.970 0.006
rev cat prob -d SP 12645 12222 0.989 0.003 15192 16060 0.968 0.004
shf cat decoy 13408 13014 0.988 0.006 16326 16166 0.948 0.011
shf cat prob 11161 13014 0.997 0.002 14889 16166 0.973 0.008
rev cat decoy 13271 12820 0.987 0.006 16478 16032 0.940 0.012
rev cat prob 11623 12820 0.994 0.005 15121 16032 0.967 0.008
orbi: PEP PROPHET (BKG searched between 7000-9000)
normal prob 9301 11789 0.995 0.003 14158 15040 0.966 0.010
shf cat prob -d 7814 11432 0.998 0.002 11756 14703 0.988 0.006
rev cat prob -d 8486 12150 0.997 0.002 12815 15970 0.987 0.005
shf cat decoy 13408 11881 0.982 0.010 16326 15894 0.942 0.012
shf cat prob 11161 11881 0.992 0.007 14889 15894 0.967 0.012
rev cat decoy 13271 11494 0.982 0.008 16478 15826 0.935 0.013
rev cat prob 11623 11494 0.988 0.006 15121 15826 0.962 0.011
orbi: PERCOLATOR
shf cat qval 16392 15923 0.985 0.007 17732 17984 0.958 0.008
rev cat qval 16310 15500 0.982 0.014 17121 17855 0.966 0.012
shf qval 16147 15589 0.986 0.012 17555 18109 0.964 0.015
rev qval 15854 15590 0.989 0.012 16707 18201 0.981 0.015

orbi CAT SHUFFLE: STRINGENT FILTERS 
shf cat 0.5 decoy HS 12445 12445 0.990 0.011 14103 15693 0.983 0.014
shf cat 0.75 decoy HS 13009 11983 0.988 0.015 14094 15661 0.982 0.016
shf cat 1 decoy HS 12896 11983 0.988 0.014 14064 15643 0.982 0.016
shf cat 2 decoy HS 12510 11561 0.987 0.017 14759 15585 0.965 0.016
shf cat 4 decoy HS 12992 11059 0.985 0.015 14748 15436 0.964 0.017
shf cat 8 decoy HS 12917 9308 0.982 0.021 14742 15216 0.967 0.021
shf cat 0.5 decoy 13246 12445 0.985 0.013 15680 15680 0.965 0.012
shf cat 0.75 decoy 14092 11983 0.982 0.016 15646 15646 0.964 0.014
shf cat 1 decoy 14059 11983 0.983 0.016 15622 15622 0.965 0.014
shf cat 2 decoy 13884 11561 0.977 0.016 15553 15857 0.965 0.015
shf cat 4 decoy 13801 11044 0.941 0.022 15627 15627 0.955 0.018
shf cat 8 decoy 13641 9308 0.977 0.024 15551 15383 0.945 0.020
orbi CAT SHUFFLE: PEPTIDE PROPHET
normal prob 9301 11789 0.995 0.003 14158 15040 0.966 0.010
shf cat 0.5 decoy 12998 11822 0.984 0.009 15961 15687 0.943 0.014
shf cat 0.5 prob 10573 11822 0.992 0.006 14723 15687 0.966 0.010
shf cat 0.75 decoy 13078 11584 0.984 0.009 16096 15793 0.944 0.014
shf cat 0.75 prob 11001 11584 0.992 0.006 14859 15793 0.967 0.011
shf cat 1 decoy 13408 11881 0.982 0.010 16326 15894 0.942 0.012
shf cat 1 prob 11161 11881 0.992 0.007 14889 15894 0.967 0.012
shf cat 2 decoy 13852 11920 0.984 0.010 16319 16192 0.947 0.014
shf cat 2 prob 12430 11920 0.990 0.007 15434 16192 0.966 0.013
shf cat 4 decoy 14373 13168 0.984 0.011 NA NA NA NA
shf cat 4 prob 12949 13168 0.991 0.008 NA NA NA NA
shf cat 8 decoy 14567 12593 0.982 0.012 NA NA NA NA
shf cat 8 prob 13541 12593 0.986 0.010 NA NA NA NA

data does not pass precision

orbi CAT SHUFFLE: PEPTIDE PROPHET (SP)
shf cat 0.5 prob -d SP 12860 11165 0.982 0.003 15392 15637 0.955 0.006
shf cat 0.75 prob -d SP 12766 11670 0.986 0.005 15340 15701 0.959 0.009
shf cat 1 prob -d SP 12474 12146 0.987 0.006 15144 16130 0.966 0.009
shf cat 2 prob -d SP 12147 12782 0.992 0.004 14852 16072 0.976 0.005
shf cat 4 prob -d SP 11990 13611 0.994 0.004 14359 15397 0.985 0.004
shf cat 8 prob -d SP 11076 NA 0.949 0.103 13697 10860 0.946 0.104

mean prec 
(SBV)

stdev prec 
(SBV)

mean prec 
(SBV)

stdev prec 
(SBV)

NA - 
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Table S3.1  Precision and recall given for the 'orbi' sample searched with trypsin and 'no 
enzyme', the DB size analysis, and the 'scx' sample.

The orbi sample contains the results of two filtering searches performed after selecting different 
regions on the background indicator plot in order to test the robustness of the results against 
choice of background contaminant indicators.  See Table I legend for explanation of notation. 
The dark blue boxed entries are those with the highest recall across all samples and searches 
within the FIRA constraints outlined in the Table I legend.  NA = not available (plot does not 
cross the precision threshold).  Light blue lines indicate shuffled DB searches.

99 95

db type prec type # hits # hits (SBV) # hits # hits (SBV)

orbi NO ENZYME: PEPTIDE PROPHET
normal prob 15637 16710 0.996 0.002 17533 18734 0.980 0.002
shf cat prob -d 14014 15217 0.998 0.001 15639 16640 0.985 0.001
rev cat prob -d 13900 15409 0.999 0.002 15474 16264 0.989 0.002
shf cat prob -d SP 15659 16355 0.994 0.002 17287 18177 0.975 0.004
rev cat prob -d SP 15433 16555 0.997 0.002 16994 17846 0.984 0.001
shf cat decoy 17043 16597 0.984 0.002 18292 18292 0.955 0.007
shf cat prob 15967 16597 0.994 0.001 17828 18292 0.968 0.006
rev cat decoy 16482 16667 0.991 0.002 17948 17948 0.964 0.004
rev cat prob 15833 16667 0.996 0.002 17583 17948 0.975 0.003
orbi NO ENZYME: PERCOLATOR
shf cat qval 17891 16371 0.968 0.009 18781 18388 0.931 0.021
rev cat qval 17636 15190 0.963 0.019 18495 18036 0.930 0.016
shf qval 17426 16247 0.982 0.017 18214 18378 0.957 0.014
rev qval 17341 16914 0.987 0.009 18093 18610 0.971 0.008
orbi NO ENZYME: STRINGENT FILTERS 
shf cat decoy HS 9771 5213 0.987 0.016 11639 13327 0.982 0.020
rev cat decoy HS 9374 5198 0.984 0.017 11603 13312 0.981 0.021
shf decoy HS 11349 8377 0.984 0.018 13393 13597 0.957 0.025
rev decoy HS 11349 8377 0.984 0.018 13393 13597 0.957 0.025
shf cat decoy 11873 3794 0.980 0.022 14197 14197 0.951 0.018
rev cat decoy 11860 5198 0.978 0.020 14635 13480 0.940 0.017
shf decoy 12267 8377 0.973 0.022 14576 14126 0.949 0.022
rev decoy 12414 8377 0.974 0.022 14759 14115 0.922 0.021

scx: STRINGENT FILTERS 
shf cat decoy HS 6921 7953 0.996 0.003 8111 9976 0.988 0.006
rev cat decoy HS 6882 8634 0.997 0.002 8122 10532 0.991 0.006
shf decoy HS 7393 8347 0.997 0.003 9166 10698 0.952 0.018
rev decoy HS 7393 8347 0.997 0.003 8881 10698 0.977 0.006
shf cat decoy 8002 8589 0.986 0.008 9583 10287 0.967 0.008
rev cat decoy 7961 8588 0.995 0.005 9604 10989 0.967 0.007
shf decoy 8398 8619 0.984 0.004 10147 11034 0.921 0.025
rev decoy 8190 8602 0.983 0.008 10123 11015 0.922 0.025
scx: PEP PROPHET
normal prob 8750 10931 0.997 0.001 10846 12505 0.991 0.005
shf cat prob -d 8071 10817 0.996 0.003 10002 11882 0.996 0.002
rev cat prob -d 7159 7920 0.997 0.002 7970 8486 0.989 0.003
shf cat prob -d SP 9560 10630 0.997 0.003 11023 12296 0.984 0.003
rev cat prob -d SP 9352 10624 0.998 0.001 10957 12477 0.986 0.003
shf cat decoy 10518 10822 0.993 0.004 11985 12379 0.965 0.004
shf cat prob 9312 10822 0.998 0.002 11181 12379 0.984 0.004
rev cat decoy 10266 10752 0.995 0.003 12067 12405 0.964 0.005
rev cat prob 9347 10752 0.999 0.001 11197 12405 0.984 0.003
scx: PERCOLATOR
shf cat qval 11758 10971 0.979 0.009 12813 12761 0.949 0.014
rev cat qval 11732 10807 0.977 0.009 12858 12698 0.946 0.012
shf qval 11510 11076 0.986 0.011 12646 13118 0.964 0.013
rev qval 11425 11220 0.988 0.008 12474 13185 0.971 0.011

mean prec 
(SBV)

stdev prec 
(SBV)

mean prec 
(SBV)

stdev prec 
(SBV)
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Table S3.2  Filtering parameters giving maximum precision (better than 99 or 95%) and 
recall in stringent filtering.
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99 95
dataset scored DB random type type xcorr(+1) xcorr(+2) xcorr(+3) deltacn ppm xcorr(+1) xcorr(+2) xcorr(+3) deltacn ppm
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 S

e
p
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te
Cat

shuffle
decoy 1.787 2.199 2.672 0.105 7.9 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9
SBV 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 8.3 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

reverse
decoy 2.128 2.352 2.503 0.055 8.1 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9
SBV 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 8.3 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

Sep
shuffle

decoy 2.069 2.137 2.273 0.306 8.4 1.293 1.527 2.477 0.380 14.8
SBV 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 8.3 1.192 1.741 1.900 0.162 7.6

reverse
decoy 2.069 2.137 2.273 0.306 8.4 1.293 1.527 2.477 0.380 14.8
SBV 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 8.3 1.192 1.741 1.900 0.162 7.6

H
it
s
 T

o
g
e
th

e
r

Cat
shuffle

decoy 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5
SBV 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 8.3 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

reverse
decoy 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5
SBV 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 8.3 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

Sep
shuffle

decoy 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9 1.192 1.741 1.900 0.162 7.6
SBV 2.128 2.352 2.503 0.055 8.1 1.192 1.741 1.900 0.162 7.6

reverse
decoy 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9 1.192 1.741 1.900 0.162 7.6
SBV 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 8.3 1.192 1.741 1.900 0.162 7.6

o
rb
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Cat
shuffle

decoy 2.181 3.026 3.318 0.147 7.0 1.857 2.548 3.357 0.182 7.5
SBV 2.117 3.395 4.061 0.434 8.5 2.044 2.170 3.016 0.159 7.4

reverse
decoy 2.536 3.011 3.607 0.155 8.2 1.857 2.548 3.357 0.182 7.5
SBV 2.117 3.395 4.061 0.434 8.5 2.044 2.170 3.016 0.159 7.4

Sep
shuffle

decoy 1.955 2.598 3.199 0.253 7.8 2.019 2.135 2.423 0.241 7.5
SBV 2.244 3.313 3.460 0.152 6.5 2.044 2.170 3.016 0.159 7.4

reverse
decoy 1.955 2.598 3.199 0.253 7.8 2.019 2.135 2.423 0.241 7.5
SBV 2.244 3.313 3.460 0.152 6.5 2.044 2.170 3.016 0.159 7.4

H
it
s
 T

o
g
e
th

e
r

Cat
shuffle

decoy 2.437 2.474 3.018 0.187 8.8 1.832 2.191 2.623 0.157 9.1
SBV 2.327 3.416 4.558 0.477 9.3 1.832 2.191 2.623 0.157 9.1

reverse
decoy 2.437 2.474 3.018 0.187 8.8 1.787 2.199 2.672 0.105 7.9
SBV 2.117 3.395 4.061 0.434 8.5 1.298 2.134 2.958 0.209 10.2

Sep
shuffle

decoy 2.194 2.237 3.211 0.258 14.2 1.832 2.191 2.623 0.157 9.1
SBV 2.244 3.313 3.460 0.152 6.5 1.298 2.134 2.958 0.209 10.2

reverse
decoy 1.765 2.566 3.059 0.202 17.7 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9
SBV 2.244 3.313 3.460 0.152 6.5 1.298 2.134 2.958 0.209 10.2

decoy/target
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Cat

0.5
decoy 2.128 2.352 2.503 0.055 8.1 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9
SBV 2.128 2.352 2.503 0.055 8.1 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

0.75
decoy 1.832 2.191 2.623 0.157 9.1 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9
SBV 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 8.3 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

1
decoy 1.787 2.199 2.672 0.105 7.9 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9
SBV 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 8.3 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

2
decoy 2.182 2.243 2.800 0.012 11.2 1.792 2.023 2.083 0.029 14.3
SBV 2.006 2.579 2.739 0.196 10.8 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

4
decoy 1.629 2.339 2.407 0.126 9.4 1.792 2.023 2.083 0.029 14.3
SBV 1.450 2.638 3.338 0.080 11.3 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

8
decoy 1.629 2.339 2.407 0.126 9.4 1.615 1.771 1.878 0.149 7.4
SBV 1.859 3.153 3.178 0.065 11.3 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

H
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 T
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0.5
decoy 2.088 2.138 2.253 0.301 11.5 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5
SBV 2.128 2.352 2.503 0.055 8.1 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

0.75
decoy 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5
SBV 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 8.3 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

1
decoy 1.557 2.019 2.228 0.238 9.9 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5
SBV 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 8.3 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5

2
decoy 2.082 2.092 2.094 0.157 9.0 1.321 1.782 1.991 0.124 9.5
SBV 2.006 2.579 2.739 0.196 10.8 1.170 1.640 2.467 0.066 16.0

4
decoy 2.082 2.092 2.094 0.157 9.0 1.170 1.640 2.467 0.066 16.0
SBV 1.450 2.638 3.338 0.080 11.3 1.170 1.640 2.467 0.066 16.0

8
decoy 2.082 2.092 2.094 0.157 9.0 1.408 1.553 1.659 0.186 16.1
SBV 1.859 3.153 3.178 0.065 11.3 1.170 1.640 2.467 0.066 16.0
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Cat
shuffle

decoy 2.345 2.727 3.047 0.007 1072 1.765 2.566 3.059 0.202 1387
SBV 1.972 2.478 2.948 0.199 1258 1.529 2.204 4.238 0.043 957

reverse
decoy 2.225 2.791 3.069 0.178 1208 1.765 2.566 3.059 0.202 1387
SBV 1.792 2.501 3.564 0.037 1444 1.478 2.237 3.295 0.090 1465

Sep
shuffle

decoy 1.955 2.598 3.199 0.253 889 1.443 2.018 3.092 0.308 1374
SBV 1.765 2.566 3.059 0.202 1387 1.478 2.237 3.295 0.090 1465

reverse
decoy 1.955 2.598 3.199 0.253 889 1.693 2.102 2.732 0.282 1232
SBV 1.765 2.566 3.059 0.202 1387 1.478 2.237 3.295 0.090 1465

H
it
s
 T

o
g
e
th

e
r

Cat
shuffle

decoy 2.198 2.358 2.799 0.125 914 1.629 2.339 2.407 0.126 972
SBV 1.792 2.501 3.564 0.037 1444 1.478 2.237 3.295 0.090 1465

reverse
decoy 1.972 2.478 2.948 0.199 1258 1.629 2.339 2.407 0.126 972
SBV 1.792 2.501 3.564 0.037 1444 1.426 2.218 2.603 0.034 930

Sep
shuffle

decoy 1.663 2.417 3.409 0.258 1497 1.335 1.808 3.237 0.281 1232
SBV 1.792 2.501 3.564 0.037 1444 1.426 2.218 2.603 0.034 930

reverse
decoy 1.792 1.994 3.431 0.326 1470 1.335 1.808 3.237 0.281 1232
SBV 1.792 2.501 3.564 0.037 1444 1.426 2.218 2.603 0.034 930



Table S3.3  Peptide length distributions with different randomization techniques.
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Table S3.4  Exact matches with different DB randomization techniques.
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